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Powerful story of Gold and Love
Brought Vividly to the Talking Screen

Gary Cooper ft The Spoilers’
With

BETTY COMPSON

HARRY GREEN

STRAND THEATRE
SALE EXTRAORDINARY OF

Chamber Sets-Mattresses

Dining Room Chairs
Tables etc.
We are selling the entire furnishings of the
Rockport Hotel, planning to complete by the
end of the month.
Furnishings of all sorts—Beds and Mattresses
of exceptionally fine quality

ROCKPORT HOTEL
Central Square

Rockport, Me.

Call at the Hotel
121-123

RADIO
Service - Testing - Repairs

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 710

P. O. ADDRESS:

BOX 359 ROCKLAND ME.

SHOP 509-513 MAIN STREET
121-126

may have discovered America

75,000 Women have discovered

SILENT GLOW has made a "Wow”
of a New Discovery—

-> T

Distributed by A. T. Norwood, Warren
DEALERS

TOWN

Albert L. Squier Visits Knox
County Seeking Material Maynard Condon Tells of a Cruise To Northern Labrador Former Civic Leaguer Says That Republicans Without Dry

In the Good Ship Karluk

For New Travelogue

Support Would Be Overwhelmingly Defeated

DANCING CLASSES
Monday Evg., Oct. 13

NATIONAL
PICTURE
WEEK

I Can Save You 10 Percent

120-122

FOR SALE
Six Cows, part new milch, and one Shoat weighing
125 pounds; 15 Horses now on sale of all descrip
tion; also seven Prison Democrat Wagons, Gordon
and Stanhope, and a few Second Hand Wagons;
Prison Harness, double and single ; Blankets & Robes

CURS
Reo, Chrysler and Hupmobile
Two-Ton Used Reo Truck, nice shape
Four I /i Ton Used Reo Trucks
A few Good Trades in Used Cars
Small Farm in Pleasantville, nice repair; will sell
small payment down; rest in rent
175 Acre Farm in Rockville, great blueberry farm,
nice Apple, Pear, Cherry-and Plum Trees; building
in g od repair.
Marsh Place on the Pond Road, great blueberry pas
ture, Apple and Pear Trees; building in good repair;
City Water and Electric Lights
Three Cottages at Megunticook Lake; One Cottage
at Crescent Beach; also Five Cottage Lots
Nice Cottage in first class shape across the road from
the Penobscot Camps, nice view of the Penobscot
Bay; 20 acres of land.
House in Rockville, six rooms

Rockland

IN

Every Saturday Night

E. J. DAVIS, Rockland. Tel. 848
E. E. STUDLEY, Thomaston
PAYSON-NASH CO., East Union
ABBOTT’S GARAGE, Union
S. H. WESTON & SON, Waldoboro
DEALER WANTED, Camden
L. A. MARSON CO., Boothbay Harbor

23 Tillson Avenue

WAS

GREGORY’S

Ask about it for Your Cook Stove

George M. Simmons

PRINGLE

DANCE

The New Super Heater

REAL ESTATE

ICEBERGS

Pictures, Mottoes and
Mirrors

SILENT GLOW

•A

THE

A summer cruise such as falls to cruiser farther and. farther up the
Henry N. Pringle was in town situation regarding the prohibitory
the privilege of few Knox County coast, and what he saw was plenty Tuesday, but his coming didn’t cause law.
“There is no question,” he said
men was recently completed by May of rocks and a scarcity of soil. He quite so much consternation as it I "but
that there are 30 wet organiza
saw four mountain peaks said to be !
nard Condon, a former Rockland boy from 4000 to 5000 feet in height, but did a score of years ago when he tions, headed by the Association
who is at present residing in Thom was told the interior of Labrador was came here as secretary of the Civic Against the Prohibitory Amendment,
aston. As engineer of the cabin flat and swampy, where the caribou League to check up the progress of j and that with their announced bud
cruiser Karluk he voyaged to the have their principal rendezvous.
vice which was then flourishing to , get of $1,000,000, they have accom
far reaches of Northern Labrador, Many fishing vessels were in these
plished much toward changing the
penetrating many of the myriad northern waters, manned by New- a considerable extent in this city i sentiment in the United States.”
of inlets which mark this rugged foundlers, who sought the sacred and vicinity.
“What is going to be the result?”
Mr. Pringle who had been 11 years1 ■"Not much is going to happen
coastline, and cruising perhaps 4000 cod.
miles before the Karluk dropped
The chief aids to navigation on with the Civic League, is still in re right away, nor can it until there is
anchor at Thomaston.
this rock-bound coast are luck and form work, having been for the such an overwhelming change in
It was a pleasure trip, with Intuition, for there are very few
sentiment as to make the wet side
fishing as the owner’s principal ob lighthouses and no buoys at all on past 19 years assistant superintend as strong as the dry side was when
ject. but to Mr. Condon who found the coast of Labrador and the West ent of the International Reform the 18th Amendment was adopted
Federation with headquarters in! in 1919. There is no question but
himself encroaching upon the Arctic coast of Newfoundland.
Circle there was a touch of romance Five years ago the Hudson's Bay Washington and Eastern United j that the Supreme Court would de
clare unconstitutional any change
to it, if not adventure.
Co. operated a single trading ves States for his field of operations.
Thirty years in one line of work, which would permit the use of light
The Karluk (Eskimo name for sel on these waters, but now it has
fish) is a product of the Gray Boats five steamers, one of which is a 7000- aggressive and fearless always, have wines and beer.”
"What would happen if both
shop, located between Thomaston ton craft, and three or four sailing familiarized him with all forms of
and Warren. A 40-footer, splen vessels. Fishing is gaining, as an vice, and the extent of his labors to Presidential candidates in 1932 were
didly built and nicely equipped, she industry, on the fur trade.
offset it may be judged from the wet?”
“There may be one wet candidate,
met with exactitude the desires of
And speaking of the fur trade, Mr. fact that he has had in the courts
her owner, Capt. George A. Williams Condon was a bit surprised at the 3200 .cases resulting in conviction but no two wets — no sir. The
of Hartford, Conn., who is affiliated prices paid to the trappers. He Some of the chief offenses with chances are greater that there will
with the firm of J. B. Williams & jotted down a few, and this is how which they dealt were liquor, habit be. two dry candidates, because the
Co., which for 40 years has enjoyed they read: Beaver, $18 to $25; mink forming drugs, gambling and prosti ‘Solid South' has already shown the
an enviable reputation as manufac $20 to $25; otter, $35 to $55; martin, tution. In Wisconsin he helped Democrats that it does not want a
turers of Williams shaving cream.
$70 to $80; red fox, $25 to $30; white draft a bill abolishing gambling on wet, and the Republican party with
Besides Mr. Williams and Engineer fox, $40 to $45: black fox, $45 to $50; greyhound races, and in Washing out dry support would be overwhelm
Condon there was another and in crossed fox, $60 to $70; silver fox, ton he has not only been of invalu ingly defeated."
dispensable member of the crew— $100 to $140. Polar bear pelts bring able assistance in the framing of “What do you think of the possilegislation, but has worked directly j bility that Dwight W. Morrow may
James Fry, an appropriate name for $20 to $30, the cheapest for years.
a cook, surely.
Mr. Condon saw many churches, with the ambassadors from foreign get the Republican nomination?”
"Dwight Morrow represents wet
The Karluk, which was named for and many evidences of the good work countries, particularly with regard
Capt. Robert Bartlett’s boat which being done by the Grenfell Mission. to obscene matter which finds its New Jersey—one of the wettest
States in the Union, and if elected
foundered in the Pacific Ocean, has The Labradorean ministers must way into the United States.
Mr. Pringle was interrogated by a United States Senator will succeed a
two Sterling petrol motors of 180 have a fairly busy time of It, as some
h. p., each, providing a cruising of the churches which they supply Courier-Gazette reporter as to the wet.”
speed of 15 miles an hour. It is are 200 miles apart.
worth noting that the craft had but The Karluk’s engineer also got hls
UNEXPECTED RESULT OF CLUE
one mishap on her 4000-mlle voyage, first view of bona fide icebergs, one
a bit of engine trouble which de of which was quarter of a mile long
veloped on the return trip. It was while some rose to a height of 100
her third long voyage.
Belfast Boys With Whom Missing Rockport Girl Rode,
feet.
The expedition left Rockland June
It is possible that the Eskimos do
Arrested For Hart Store Buglay
22 with no very definite itinerary in not have as many blue laws as New
view. Capt. Williams has a camp England, but they do not work on
at Sandwich Bay, in close proximity Sunday and do not want anybody
to Eagle River, which is supposed to else to do so. Quite a few of the na
A rumor that Frank Varney and ferent manner than had been looked
have the best salmon fishing in Lab tives encountered by Mr. Condon talk Raymond Safford had been seen at for.
rador, but after the manner of most English some, and English is being Belmont early Monday morning
In an abandoned house, known as
fisherman, who are rovers, somewhat, taught in the schools.
reached the office of the State High the "Trull place,” Mr. Pray found
he was filled with a desire to seek
According to Mr. Condon the Eski way Police yesterday and Lieut. a quantity of loot, subsequently Iden
new. and, if possible, better fishing mos vary in color three shades being Cushman detailed Patrolman Daniel tified as goods stolen from the late
grounds. So on the cabin cruiser in evidence. The high cost of liv 8. Pray to the case, with a view to George H. Hart's store at Rockland
sped, poking her nose into inlets ing is not apt to create havoc along discovering what possible bearing it Highlands. The recovered goods
At K. P. HALL
hitherto unvisited by any member this coast for the average Eskimo’s might have on the disappearance of were valued at about $100 and In
Old and New Dances Taught To
GIRL
WANTED
of the crew, and not pausing until bill of fare includes porpoise, seals, Ruth Humphrey, the Rockport cluded a great variety of arltcles
All Ages By
Wanted—Girl for General House she had reached Ryan’s Bay, 50 and cod but perhaps not always in school girl, who had been on a ride ranging from candy to rubber boots.
MISS BERTHA McINTOSH
work. Apply at
miles from Cape Chidley, the north that order. They score the meat and with the Belfast boys Sunday night.
Varney and Safford are being tried
For further information call 1092-J
ernmost point of Labrador. Ryan’s dry it in the sun. Crabs constitute a
Patrolman Pray’s seardh was a in Rockland Municipal Court this
283 Main St. Rockland
121*1$
Bay is what we call it in English, but side dish delicacy, and these are characteristically thorough one, and forenoon on the charge of breaking,
121-lt
the native name is Kangardluarsuk eaten raw. Modern cooking methods crowned with success in quite a dif entering and larceny.
—meaning “little bay.”
are coming into vogue and first
Labrador, according to the story thing we know the fur-clad brethren
THE LIONS CLUB
of Engineer Condon, as told to The to the northward will be offering a
NO TRACE OF RUTH
Oourler-Gazette, had the warmest flattering salary to the capable
season for years, and the most fog kitchen economist of the Central The Mystery of Rockport Mrs. Cora Millay, Mother of
Capt.
Williams had seen in 12 voy Maine Power Co.
Wessaweskeag Grange
Three Talented Daughters,
ages to the chilly waters. The tem
Telegraph offices are to be found
Schoolgirl’s Disappearance
‘
Hall
perature during the summer inva in this northern latitude, but the
Reads Original Poems
Continues a Mystery
sion was about the equivalent of operators do not depend wholly upon
Maine’s, except that there were two the key for their news from the out
Local Lions were out in force yes
The disappearance
of Ruth
very cold days during, the stay at side world. Most of them have radio
OCTOBER 10-20
At The ’Keag
Ryan's Bay. These corresponded to sets, and listen to the advertisements Humphrey the 14-year-old Rockport terday which marked the club’s be
what Knox County would have a broadcast by the New York stations. High School girl, is still unexplained. ginning of fall and winter activities.
Auspices
See Attractive
i right to expect early in December.
Mr. Condon was in Labrador when
South Thomaston A. A.
State Police, Boy Scouts, and citi Landlord “Toffi” added lobster stew
Black flies and mosquitoes were the wiltf geese began their southern
Kirk’s Music
zens
in general have searched thc ! as a preliminary to the usual excel
there in bumper crop, and made migration, which is usually from the
miserable the lives of those not pre middle to the latter part of August. town from border to border, but with lent menu.
Lion Gay gave a brief account of
pared for them.
One object of the trip to Ryan’s out result.
At Eagle River there was a stop Bay was trout fishing. The bay was
Raymond Safford and Frank ■ the flight of five of the local men to
of six days which netted 100 salmon. there but the trout had not arrived.
Portland Tuesday where they attendon display at
Mr. Condon scanned the alien
Indian Harbor is said to be the Varney, the Belfast youths, who ad
shores with much interest as his destination which the Karluk's mit having taken the Rockport girl i ed the noonday luncheon and where
well groomed motors drove the owner had in mind for next summer. on an automobile ride Sunday night, Lion “Bill” Wincapaw took occasion
AT
to broadcast over WCSH the program
were given a thorough grilling by of the Rockland Airport dedication
SPRUCE HEAD
Lieut. Cushman and Deputy Sheriff which takes place in this city Satur
PICTURE & FRAMING FLORENCE BOOTH, R. N.
Ludwick Tuesday night, and stuck to day, Sunday and Monday.
Community Hall
SHOP
Rockland, Maine
their original story, with the excep
Somehow it is difficult to visualize
471 MAIN ST
UPSTAIRS
tion of admitting that the car had a hop over to the Forest City in 25
Graduate and Post Graduate Nurse
TEL. 254
another passenger whose name and minutes, enjoy a dinner and back
Tel. 998-R
8.30 Standard
SPECIAL FEATURE
Medical. Surgical, Obstetrics. Nervous
presence had not been divulged in again in an hour and a half, but that
and Mental Disease, Thyroid Case,
Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee’s
the first interview. The third boy, is what this year of 1930 accomplishes
SMALLEY’S ORCH.
Tuberculosis. Massage.
HAND PAINTED SILHOUETTES
they say, was Robert Clark of Cam in rapid transit. Incidentally the
Contagious Diseases. Cancer
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCES
ON GLASS
den.
121*123
local men reached the dining-hall
115Th-tf
Almost everybody seems to have a ahead of a telegram which was dis
theory
about
case,
and
one
is
as
good
patched as the plane left Rockland.
Why suffer torturaa from Rheu
as another, of course, until some The Lions who flew were Capt. Wil
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
thing
develops.
The
most
popular
liam H. Wincapaw. A. W. Gregory,
lar Lameness, 8prains and Bruises
idea seems to be that the girl is hid George Gay, Capt. R. Francis Saville
whan
Don Carlos Marimba Band
ing with some friend until the excite and Harold Leach. They were given
will play a medley of American
on your
ment blows over.
a fine reception by the Portland club.
METHYL BALM
and Sooth American tones dar
Visitors present yesterday were J.
ing the Brazilian-American coffee
will bring almost instant relief?
F. Slfton of Poartland and Herbert
IT IS HERE AT LAST
matinee over WBZ at 5.30 this
A scientifically compounded ex
Maxey of this city.
afternoon.
ternal application that should be
Mrs. Cora B. Millay of Camden,
Call 986-J and I will call on you with samples;
Miniature
Golf
Opened
Last
in every home. Sold only at
noted author and mother of three
’ The Lotheran broadcast over
measure, deliver and Guarantee to Fit
WNAC at 10 o’clock this evening
Night At The Baby Grand talented daughters, provided a liter
Johnston’s Drugstore
ary program of high merit. Three of
will featore Helen Oelheim, con
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
18 Hole Course
her original poems made up the
tralto, in conjunction with Ed
C. A. HAMILTON
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
larger part of her offering, “Little
ward Rechlin, famous concert
ROCKLAND
TEL. 986-J
75 cents
29 CHESTNUT STREET
Indoor golf made its local debut Otis’ Idea of Creation" being particu
organist and interpreter of Bach's
120-121
Mtt
compositions. This broadcast is
last night under auspicious circum larly well received.
one of the outstanding features
stances with thc opening of the 18Capt. Parker J. Hall of the good
of radio programs quite worth
hole Baby Grand course at Fireproof schooner George Gress was a caller
listening to.
Garage. Few of the throng of players at The Courier-Gazette office yester
Stations WEEI and WBZ at
had ever before seen or played such day. His craft is docked at the Bick
11 o'clock tomorrow morning
a course and the novelty is thoroughly nell wharf, awaiting change of wind,
I and in port for the same reason is
will open the NBC music appre
enjoyed.
ciation series under the direction
Frequent descriptions and numer another vessel which he owns, the
of Walter Damrosch, intended
ous pictures render a detailed story schooner Carrie, commanded by Capt.
primarily for schools.
of this standard course superfluous. William Leach. Capt. Hall has a
Suffice to say that Proprietors Berry deep-rooted conviction that a pro
In the Armstrong Quakers
and Lawrence have spared no ex longed easterly is followed by a storm
broadcast tomorrow evening at
pense in securing the best. The haz- or a heavy gale before the weather
10 Mrs. Fred Stone will tell the
zards are interesting and call for skill gets back to normal. He has been
inside story of her husband’s life,
and ingenuity. The course occupies busy the past three weeks transport
particularly what he likes to eM
some 3000 square feet of space, giving ing the Bloutinent Amusement Co.,
after a strenuous day on the
ample room for four persons to play which has been operating in Vinalha
stage, his antics at home and his
each green at the some time in com ven and Stonington.
vacation hobbies. She will also
fort.
relate some of the incidents when
The Fireproof lends itself readily YOUR FAVORITE POEM
she assisted her husband on the
to
the feature. Its concrete floor,
stage. For the musical portion of
If I had to live my life again I would
newly painted, is in grey. The walls in
Folks are wondering how such a wonderful radio
the broadcast songs from shows
have made a rule to read some poetry
white
reflect
the
light
from
the
large
and
listen to some music at least once
Fred Stone has appeared in will
windows which make up three sides a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
be played, including “The Red
can be sold at such a low price
loss
of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
of the space. The evening illumina
Mill,” “Chin Chin,” "Jack O’Lantion
is
strong
and
the
heating
is
done
tern,” “Criss-Cross,” “Ripples,”
WITH ME
by means of a blower system on Abide with ABIDE
etc.
me! Fast falls thc eventide.
We will give you a good liberal allowance on your
steam. A large door which slides The darkness
deepens—Lord, with me
jarafg/arajajgmgiarafgiaigiaBjgrar, conveniently out of the way in the
abide!
other helpers fail, and comforts
roof gives access direct, or one may When flee.
old radio or phonograph. Come and hear this set
Satisfaction for
enter
through
the
office.
Refresh

Help
of
the helpless, oh. abide with me!
LIVE POULTRY and EGG
ments are available as is ice water.
SHIPPERS
or telephone for a demonstration.
Swift
to
Its close ebbs out life's little
Standish Perry and Harris Cram
day;
If you want the beat selling the market
are
tied
for
the
course
record
to
date
Earth's
Joys
grow dim. Its glories pass
affords, ship to
with 56. A handsome electric clock
away;
Change
and
decay
in all around I see;
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
is on display and will be given to
who changest not. abide with
the first person making the course O Thou
4 Faneuil Hall Market, Bolton, Mm.
me!
Our guarantee—top market prlcoa, prompt in par, which is 40.

EVERY FRIDAY

BUT—

AMONG
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Knox County had a visitor of note
this week in the person of Albert L.
Squier of Boston who has been widely
known on the lecture platform the
past 25 years . The success of the
••*
travel lectures on which he specializes
••*
Ambition is like hunger; It
may be judged from the fact that
— obeys no law but Its appetite.—H. *•*]
Portland has had him for eight con
*•* W. Shaw.
•••
.«. secutive seasons.
$p,
.«. .». .«. .«. .». |p
A few of Mr. Squier’s topics are
“South America of Today,’*’ “‘Where
THE FINER TOUCH
Rolls the Oregon,” “Golden Scenes
from the Golden West,” and "Wash
Better Homes Come Through Pic ington’s Wonders.” His outstanding
tures—Paintings On Glass at S. D. work in New England is entitled “The
Gregory’s
March of the Seasons,” and has to do
.with this section's greatest scenic
A rather remarkable display of pic attraction—the White Mountains.
tures and allied novelties is being He paints a word picture showing
made this week at Stanley Gregory's how these majestic hills appear in
picture and frame shop at 471 Main spring, summer, autumn and winter.
street in recognition of National Pic
Mr. Squier has in preparation a
ture Week. This "week” is nation new picture talk on New England
wide in scope with the aim of adding which will be featured as “New Eng
the fine touch of interest and dignity land, the Mother of the Nations.”
to classroom and office through pic The Massachusetts tercentenary ob
tures.
servance has been the means of sup
The feature of the display is the plying him with a wealth of data, as
latest pictures on glass produced by especially applied to such historic
Evelyn L. Peaslee. A variety of new localities as Concord, Lexington and
subjects and color combinations are Salem.
noted in this exhibit and the most
It now appears that Maine will get
attractive part of it is that one may into the picture, for Mr. Squier, ac
study this interesting new art at first companied by his helpmeet and his
hand, and if desired, receive instruc trusty camera, have been going up
tion in it.
and down the Pine Tree State viewMany new numbers have been pre ing the old Colonial houses at Wis
pared by Mr. Gregory especially for casset, the Knox Mansion "Mont
this show, pictures of all sizes and pelier," at Thomaston, the Block
subjects, mirrors, framed mottoes, house at Ellsworth, the old colonial
trays, swing frames, lamp shades etc. residences in Belfast and Salmon
Special prices will prevail during this Falls, the International Bridge at
week on all frames and pictures, also Calais, and—well, one might go on
on Mrs. Peaslee's work.—adv.
*
indefinitely along that line.
For grandeur of scenery nothing
The famous U. S. Army Band will has appealed more strongly to this
give three concerts in Strand The lecturer than Camden harbor and
atre, Nov. 5. Make yoim plans to at the Lafayette National Park in Bar
Harbor.
tend now.—adv.
During his trip to Calais Mr. Squier
was at pains to interview a Canadian
customs official, and obtained some
OPENING OF
very interesting material.
Mr. Squier visited Rockland 30
years ago when he spent a month in
this city, and he recalls the pleasant
acquaintance he formed with Rev.
j C. S. Cummings, then pastor of the
Methodist Church.
7.00 o'clock

DANCE

Columbus

UP

a famedlecturer

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

FALL SUIT OR OVERCOAT

IT IS HERE!

The New CLARION Radio
And It Speaks For Itself

. BRENNAN’S SERVICE STATION
Tel. 310
Cor. Broadway and Park Sts.

Rockland, Me.

returns at all times. For twenty years we
have been rendering better service to our
shippers. Testimonials. Quotations and tags
famished on request. Reverence: eeoe.»,
national Bank.
82-Th-tf

Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here
after for the special convenience of
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
2iagfarafaigj2iaizjajzjarafziaraiarai light adjusting etc.
111-tf

Hold Thou Thy cross before' my closing
eyes;
Shine through the gloom and potnt me
to the skies;
Heaven’s morning breaks, and earth’s
vain shadows flee:
In life. In death. O Lord abide with met
W H. Monk,

The Courier-Gazette

SOME FINE EXHIBITS

RAMBLES AFIELD

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 9. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Oct. 7. 1930. there was printed a total of
6240 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

-ta •

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

LEAVE, it to yoors
TRULY TO PICK. A
WlNNLR - I JUST
WON <30 ON Tl
WORLD'S S6RII

Marked Annual Fair of St. I
George

Grange — The

Prizewinners

St. George Grange held its annual
fair Oct. 1, with its usual attractions
The beautiful fall day made a perfect
background for the large display of
fruit and vegetables furnished by
1 members and friends of the Order
1 The fancy work table, together with
j the grab-bag, candy, and apron table
NOW YOU CAN SEND
proved to be very interesting. Mrs
TO THE CITY FOR A
J. C. Robinson was in charge of the
NEW OVERCOAT
upper hall while Mrs. Henry Caddy
presided over the kitchen, Mrs. C. A.
Hilt the dining room and James Riley
the vegetables There was a large
attendance at the supper, and also
the dance in the evening, the music
for which was furnished by Clark's
Orchestra.
DIDN'T I SAY KNEW
The prizes on the fruit and vege
HOW TO PICK WINNERS7
tables were awarded thus:
THE NEXT OVERCOAT
Apples
I BUY WILL BE FROM
Wolf River, first, J. C. Robinson;
second. Granville Kinney; third, un
GREGORY'S
known.
Strawberry, first, Ella Robinson.
McIntosh Red, first, J. T. Robin
son; second, W. K. Robbins & Son;
third, Ada Jenkins.
Hulbert, first, J. T. Robinson; sec
ond, Ada Jenkins.
None-Such, first, J. T. Robinson.
Maiden-Blush, first, J. T. Robin
son; second, Ada Jenkins.
Improved Greening, first, J. T. Robjinson.
i Baldwin, first, W. K. Robbins &
Son; second, Elsie Thomas; third
Harold Solberg.
Bellflower, first, Elsie Thomas; sec"This Knox County man is aware , ond. A. C. Hall.
Stark, first, A. C. Hall; second, un
of the values to be had right here
known.
in Rockland."
Ben Davis, first, A. C. Hall; second
—says GREGORY.
Robinson.
A variety of overcoats that Wilford
Russett, first, Wilford Robinson
will keep you smartly second, J. T. Robinson; third, Elsie
turned out during the win Thomas.
Kings, first, Harold Solberg; sec
ter.
ond. Albion Kinney; third, A. C. Hall.
Pippins, first, Wilford Robinson;
Special values for Friday second, W. K. Robbins & Son.
Winter Russett, first, Cora E. Hilt
and Saturday $25.00
Hubbard, first, A. C. Hall; second.
unknown.
GREGORY’S
, Jeannetting, first, Arthur Kinney
416 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
St. Lawrence, first, W. K. Robbins
& Son.
Snow, first, W. K. Robbins & Son.
STRAND THEATRE
Gravenstein, first, W. K. Robbins
“Outside the Law," a thrilling story & Son.
Winter Greening, first, Harold Solof the underworld, with the ravishing
Mary Nolan In the principal role, is bert.
Beets, first, C. A. Hilt; second, J. E.
the Friday and Saturday feature.
An exciting sequence detailing the Kinney; third. Albicn Kinney,
robbery of a bank was made in one
Carrots, first, Granville Kinney:
of the leading financial institutions second, J. E. Kinney; third, unknown
of Los Angeles, members of the cast ; Cabbages, first, Levi Hathorne; sec
working throughout several nights in 1 ond, J. A. Kinney; third, unknown,
this unusual "location.” For these , Summer Cabbage, first, J. A. Kinscenes a vast quantity of lights, , ne>’cameras and sound equipment was
Cranberries, first, Albion Kinney;
set up within the bank, while great second, Austin Kinney.
pulsating portable generators, used
Citron, first, Levi Hathorne; second,
for supplying electric current, lined Albion Kinney.
the streets nearby.
'
Mangel Wurtzel Beets, first, J. E.
The film is said to have the most Kinney; second, Geneva Hall,
stirring and unexpected climax ever
Squash, first, Ella Robinson; secbrought to the silver sheet. Mary ond, Lewis Robinson; third, Wilford
Nolan has the principal role with Robinson.
Owen Moore playing opposite.—adv.
Pumpkins, first. Cyrus Hilt; second,
Granville Kinney; third, Lewis Rob
inson.

(Number Nineteen]
Fear thou not; for I am with thee;
be not dismayed; for I am thy God.— For a good many years of my
xsaiah 41; 10.
childhood I did not understand why'
—-------------------------—
I the road which
._
w’hich now runs by the
Those critics who fear that mass I Benner schoolhouse was called “the
production will unduly standardize , Ilew road,” but child-like took it for
human lives, miss the whole point of granted that that was its name, just
the modern economic order, says Ed- i as my own name was mine. Later,
ward A. Filene, Boston merchant- when I was old enough to explore the
economist. ‘ Poverty is the only thing ! surrounding country X found the
that can standardize people,” he ] real reason for calling it by that
writes in the October Rotarian Maga- 1 name- The original road went
) straight on over the hill up by what
are now the Benner houses, and
few cents a day, they can have no then on down the back side of the
choice as to how they shall live. ' mountain, coming out back of Henry
With poverty abolished, as only mass | Withams barn, afterward called the
production can abolish it, they may 1
rra ee plac® . *
be as diverse as their opinions indi- J After climbi* g* ’th’e
and
cate." Poverty will not be abolished , rattling over the ledges for years
in a year, nor by miracles, Mr. Filene ' it dawned on some of the inhabitants
asserts, but as the implications of the that there was an easier way to get
‘ on the other side of the mountain,
mass production are gradually worked so to save wear and tear on wagons!
cut, what were once luxuries will be and incidentally on horse flesh and j
human patience, they built “the new
put within the reach of the poor.
“Mass production means mass dis road" which goes round the foot of
tribution and this cannot go on with the mountain instead of climbing the
out mass buying. . . This involves j I'_5l?!15S'.i.FOr_,SOme 5easo? _un^°JJ’n :
financing of consumption. It was no ' to” me, the color and texture of the
accident that Ford, who first taught earth along this new road was dif
us the value of low prices, should ferent from any I had seen else
also have taught us the necessity for where, being a dark brown with a
high wages. As mass production reddish tinge and it was never as
advances, wages must go up and- up. dusty as the other roads were. The
Thirty years ago the automobile was old road can be traced in spots even
the emblem of plutocracy. Today, now, though it has not been traversed
the automobile is the transportation by any team for at least fifty years
system of the public generally. To and I think sixty would come nearer
manufacture for the masses necessi the mark.
• • « «
tates not the organization of a giant
There are traces still remaining of
merger, nor the covering of square
miles of territory with cogs and belts. roads along the ridge of Dodge's
The first thing that mass production mountain and I once followed one
involves is the setting of a price along back of the Fred Davis house
which great masses of people can near the foot of the pond until it
pay. When that is done, all the rest joined another road at an angle, and
follows."
in all my rambles I have never found
Mass production also inevitably a harder road to travel, for it seemed
means more leisure time, Mr. Filene as if those who laid out the road
took pains to climb every ledge in
believes. “When people worked six the vicinity, and they were all steep,
teen hours a day .they could not have' smooth and slippery. It went over
spent very much even if they had all the hard places, leaving the easy
to travel.
the money, for they could not want ones for the cows
• • • •
very much in the eight hours left
If you have ever followed a cow
to them, excepting sleep and, per path over a mountain you found no
haps, dissipation. With sixteen hours such planning as that of some of our
to themselves, however, they have early settlers. No self respecting cow
ever lifted herself over a moi: .tain
learned to want much.”
by main strength and stupidity, but
that is apparently what those road
Even in the minds of the best in builders expected of their Jiorses and
formed confusion sometimes arises oxen when they laid out some of the
with respect to the origin of familiar roads. Take a trip up the steepest
of the mountain just back of
sayings. Judge Miller has recently part
the Sherer buildings, follow the cowaddressed to the Boston Transcript paths and you will find yourself won
this query:
dering at the intelligence and good
Your editorial captioned “What Is sense displayed by bovine creatures
‘Representation’?" appearing in the when allowed to have their own way
Transcript, Saturday. Sept. 20. 1930. in the matter of road building, for
ascribes the epigram "the way to they make their way up in zigzag
resumption is to resume" to Saimon fashion, avoiding slippery ledges
P. Chase. Was it not John Sherman, and choosing the very easiest way of
secretary of the treasury in the cabi arriving at any given point above
net of President Hayes, who said “the them. So if you are ever seized with
Potatoes
Few who w'rite to the newspa
a desire to climb the mountain just
way to resume is to resume?”
Harmony Beauty, first, unknown;
per realize that thirty lines will
follow
any
cow
path
you
happen
to
To the Rockland man’s communi
second, unknown.
sdeure a hundred readers, while
find and I'll guarantee you have
cation the Transcript editor rejoins: chosen the easiest possible way by
Green Mountains, first, Lewis Rob
half a column secures one.
inson; second, Levi Hathorne.
“Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations quite which to arrive.
....
White Mountains, first, James Kin• • • •
definitely ascribes the phrase in ques
riie uncertainty of life is illustrated ney; second,\unknown.
The old road which led straight up by the experience of a home owner Green Mountanis (1929), first,
tion to Salmon P. Chase, who used it
in a letter to Horace*Greeley, March toward Alvin Oxton's from the Oliver In Montana whose house was blown Lewis Robinson.
Holmes place is now abandoned as
irish Cobbler, first, Oneacre Farm
17, 1866." We have always harbored a highway and used as a cow pasture, up When a meter reader, struck a
match to find a suspected gas leak.
Irish Cobbler, first, oneacre Farm.
the impression that the famous but there are still many interesting The consumer had followed the meter
Golden Bantam Corn, first, J. E.
phrase was Greeley's own editorial things to be found along its course reader into the cellar and was injured Kinney.
and
in
former
years
it
was
one
of
when the explosion occurred. The
Parsnips, first, J. E. Kinney; secutterance, and have frequently heard
special tramping grounds. Many Supreme Court of Montana decided ond, unknown,
it alluded to as such. Perhaps Bart my
a day have I spent on it, picking that the meter reader was negligent Tomatoes, first, Mrs. J. E. Kinney,
lett is correct, although there have strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, and awarded damages.
Dahlias, first, Mrs. Melvin Cline;
been occasions when he nodded.
bunchberries, May flowers, wreaths
of running evergreen and in fact
We perceive a considerable body of almost every sort of treasure for
in the woods.
our readers are taking interest in the which one tramps
• • • *
articles that have appeared touching
Once, in a pasture near by, I
upon the Indian Carries of this picked a pint dipper full of white
region. Mrs. Eckstrom adds to the thimble berries, and many a quart
communications already printed the of huckleberries have I gathered
from the little patch of bushes just
following suggestion:
*
f
back of the orchard. Once I found
“If anyone, inclined to reminisce, a hornet's nest there, or rather one
wanted to tell the location of the best of the hornets found me and when
springs not too far from the ends of he drove his javelin into my shin
these carries, that is, on the shore or bone he knocked my feet from under
part way across along the probable me as suddenly as though an auto
course of them, it would be a good truck had hit me, and left a scar
piece of historical work. No one that I carried for years. It also left
seems to have noted how much the such an unpleasant memory that I
location of springs of good water had avoided the place in after years and
to do with the early settlements; but scrambled over the ledges on Bear
every log house had to have its Hill when I gathered my fall supply
spring.”
of huckleberries.
• • •
Here is opportunity for the his
Accumulation of papers, car
torically minded to exercise a gift for
To this day the buzzing of a hornet
tons, rags, and other rubbish
research. Where are the springs in my own garden will send me
scuttling
into
the
house
as
though
is a constant source of fire haz
situated in this corner of Knox flying for life. Herds of loose cows,
County upon which the Tarratines stories of snakes, porcupines, wild
ard. A lighted match or ciga
and other Indians, traveling these cats and other improbable beasts
rette carelessly thrown on the
carries, drew fgr their supplies of have no power to move me, but one
lone hornet will follow me all over
water?
rubbish heap threatens the
the lot wherever I happen to be, and
strike terror to my soul.
home and human lives. GermSuccessful navigation of the air
Adella F. Veazie
breeding garbage too, for
seems a long way off when we con
template the overwhelming disaster
health's sake, should be dis
PARK THEATRE
to the British dirigible that set out so
posed of daily. A Gas Inciner
Rum-smuggling villains; smug,
bouyantly on her trip to India, only
ator in the basement conveni
to end with explosion when no far grumbling dowagers; heavy lovin’
and heavy laughin'—these are some
ther on her way than France. And of the features of "Heads Up," at the
ently disposes of trash and gar
of fifty-odd souls on board only half Park Friday and Saturday.
bage, reducing it quickly to
Charles Rogers, who made such
a dozen left alive, the death list
sterilized ash. Several mod
including nearly all the country's great musical achievements out of
"Close Harmony,” and “Safety in
prominent air service heads. We Numbers" is seen in the leading role
els of Gas Incinerators are
hear much of the toll taken by the as the youthful graduate of the
on display in your gas
automobile, but the death figures of Coast Guard Academy who is sent
aboard a private yacht to get the
company. You may sethe air must run second to it.
goods on its captain who is suspected
lect the size for your
.,♦*
of dealings with rum-runners at sea.
The weather prophet finds iot of
Aboard the vessel Rogers gets bet
own
needs
and
opportunity for prediction in the ter acquainted with Margaret Breen,
THE GAS INDUSTRY
drouth conditions which have had daughter of its owner. He had met
OF NEW ENGLAND purchase it on
Margaret,
a
very
comely
debutante,
or
WHICH
VOUR
OWN
GAS
so long duration the country over.
COMPANY
IS
A
PART
convenien t
the graduation exercises of his
One of them finds in the deficiency at
academy and had fallen for her in
terms.
of rainfall, ground to predict snow a big way.
falls in the coming winter that will
The comedy support is headed by
give us ten feet of snow on the level. Helen Kane, the “boop-boopa-doon'
This is going to interfere with grl *}er8elf' and ,Victor “°°re- the
Broadway musical comedy veteran [
motoring.
who was her partner as the Med
----------------Show Doctor in "Dangerous Nan
Miniature golf is here at last, a McGrew.”
fine 18 hole course, the Baby Grand, "Heads Up" is the filmization of
at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear the musical comedy smash of the
FUEL
Strand Theatre. Afternoons and same name which enjoved one of the
evenings. Come in and try it.
few long runs on Broadway last sea- |
121-122 son.—adv.

GAS... the
better fuel

assures... quick Disposal

of trash and garbage

with a Gas Incinerator

How YOUR Dollars Can Go
♦
Into Partnership With Millions
If a close friend of yours, a successful man with many millions, and a man you
knew and trusted, were to suggest some day that you turn over your tens, hun
dreds, thousands or whatever amount it might be, to him and let him invest it
along with his millions . . . you’d accept in haste. For that would mean that your
hundreds would get the same care as his millions. And the scrutiny and guidance
of his financial advisers.

That is exactly what the Central Maine Power Company offers you in its $6
Dividend Preferred Stock, an opportunity to share in its investment in 23 hydro
electric stations which furnishes 316,000 people, including 500 industries with
electric energy for light and power.
. It’s an investment in a service that people will not willingly get along without...
that works for your interests every day throughout the year without interruption.
To invest your dollars in Preferred Stock in the Central Maine
Power Company is a sound investment that will earn approximately
6.12% at the present market price. You can buy this stock for cash or
on the monthly payment basis with $20 down and the balance in $10
monthly installments. May we give you full details? Mail this coupon
and find the way to larger and easier savings.

Central Maine Power
- - - • -Comp*iany
X

Augusta, Me.

second, Lillias Robinson; third, un
NORTH HOPE
known.
Italian Squash, first, Peter Hilt.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry and
Gourd Squash, first, Levi Hathorne. grandsons E. Donald Perry and Karl
Eggs, first, M. M. Kinney; second, Wentworth attended the Lincolnville
Granville Kinney; third, John Kin fair Wednesday. Other residents of
ney.
this place who were in evidence there
Apple Jelly, flrst, Madelyn Baum; were Mr. and Mrs. George Hall and
second, Marion Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease. The beau
Raspberry Jelly, flrst, Mrs. Addie tiful dahlias from Wtllow Brook
Hilt.
! Dahlia Gardens came home wearing
Raspberry Jam, flrst, Mrs. Addie the blue ribbon as first prize flower
Hilt.
exhibit.
Blackberries, first, Madelyn Baum. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Woodward and
Beets, first, Marion Barnes.
Miss Elizabeth Thomas of Camden
Com, flrst, Madelyn Baum.
were recent callers at the home of
Shore Greens, first, Madelyn Baum. Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry.
Beans, first, Marion Barnes.
Karl Wentworth of Searsmont was
A blue ribbon was given Deacon H.
F. Kalloch for being the oldest person
in attendance, and one to Shirley
Irene Fuller, the youngest person
present.
LIMEROCK POMONA

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
will meet with Wessaweskeag Orange
at South Thomaston Saturday at 2
o'clock with this program: Song Serv
ice by the Grange; greeting, Worthy
Master of host Grange; response,
Sara Young; reading, Lizzie Babb;
piano duet, Ella Watts and Sula Allen
reading, worthy secretary; address—
Women in Politics, Maude Clark
Gay; reading, Sister Harrington; dis
cussion—Should Women Pay a Poll
Tax? Worthy Pomona Sadie Woster,
C. S. Watts and Jesse Sleeper; closing
song, selected by worthy master.
I
District of Maine, as: Southern Division.
The President of the United States of
America. To the Marshal of said Dis
trict, or either of his Deputies. Greeting:
We command you that you give notice
to all persons concerned that annllcation
has been made before the Honorable
John A. Peters,- Judge of the District
Court for said District, in the name and
on behalf of the United States of
America, by William W. Gallagher.
Assistant United States Attorney for
said District, for an order for the for
feiture and sale, or such other disposi
tion as the Court may order of a certain
automobile, namely, one Buick Sedan
Automobile. Engine Number 1820089 and
accessories, seized on the twenty-first
day of April. A. D. 1930, at Rockland ln
the County of Knox ln the Southern
Division of the said District of Maine,
by Seth May, Federal Deputy Prohibi
tion Administrator for the State of'
Maine, as forfeited to the use of the
said United States for the alleged vio
lation of Title II tff the Act of Congress '
of October 28. 1919, commonly known j
as the National Prohibition Act, to wit: I
•the alleged unlawful use of said auto-1
mobile in the unlawful transportation
of Intoxicating liquor, by Wendell C.,
Flint of Rockland, ln said District. And
that a hearing will be given on said
application ln the United States Dis
trict Court, at Portland, in said South
ern Division of said District, on t'qe
twenty-eighth day of October. A. D.
1930. at two o'clock ln the afternoon at
which time and place all persons claim
ing any right, title or interest ln said
property are hereby summoned to ap-.
pear and show cause, if any they have,
why said application should not be
granted. And you are to give said notice
by serving a copy hereof on the officer
or person ln charge of the garage of
George A. Chase at York Beach, socalled. in the Town and County of York,
in said District where said automobile
is now stored, and by publishing a copy
hereof once a week for two weeks ln The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland ln the County of Knox in
said District, the county in which said
automobile was seized, the last publi
cation to be at least ten days before said
date of hearing, and by posting copies
hereof in three public places near the
place of seizure, to wit: at Rockland.
Maine. And you are to take this said
property into your custody and make
due return hereof with your doings
herein. Witness the Honorable John A.
Peters, at said Portland, this second day
of October. A. D. 1930.
(L. S.)
JOHN F. KNOWLTON
Clerk of said District Court.
A true copy—Attest: S. E. Woodman.
United States Marshal, District of Maine.
121 and 123
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overnight guest of his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry Wednesday,
attending the Lincolnville fair where
he exhibited his pedigreed New Zea
land red rabbits, winning first prize.
The drought which has prevailed
ln the middle west seems to have
reached this section of Maine. It is
not often that rain threatening
clouds look good but that is just
what they do these days for springs
and wells are dry and many are hav
ing quite a problem to provide
water for stock and household use.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley, Mrs. E.
G. Wiley and Mrs. Fred Gilkey of
Camden were callers at Willow Brook
Friday.

APPLETON
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth
left Tuesday for their home at Lake
Helen, Fla.
Edward Bowes of Union visited at
Elmer Ripley’s over Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Avery of Portland
preached to a large audience at the
Pentecostal Assembly Sunday afteri noon and evening. They are expect
ing to return for the service next
Sunday.

The famous U. S. Army Band will
give three concerts in Strand The
atre, Nov. 5. Make your plans to at
tend now—adv.

DODGE PRICES
RED U CED
DODGE
SIX
NOW
5EDAN
* x '■

r»

DODGE
EIGHT

SEDAN
NEW LOW PRICES —DODGE SIX
MODEL

NEW PRICE

BUSINESS COUPE

. .

NEW LOW PRICES-DODGE EIGHT

OLD PRICE

MODEL

•735 >835

NEW PRICE 1OLD PRICE

ROADSTER................... * 995 >1095

755

855

COUPE

(with rumble seal)

.

755

855

SEDAN

(four-door)

...

765

865

PHAETON ...................

775

CONVERTIBLE COUPE

835

875
935

ROADSTER...................

, COUPE
SEDAN

(with nimble seal)
(four-door)

1025

1125

1045

1145

PHAETON

1045

1145

CONVERTIBLE COUPE

1095

1195

*

.

.

,

All Prices F. O. B. Factory

: Examples of Dodge Dependability
at Lowest Prices In All Dodge Brothers History
9 4$

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day
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Public Opening of Rockland’s Airport
Saturday, Sunday, Monday, October 11, 12, 13
The City of Rockland invites you to the opening of its Curtiss-Wright Airport and Sea Base, October
11-12-13. Noted flyers from all over the country will be present with dozens of planes of all types.
The big hangar, one of the largest in New England, will be open for inspection, as well as the machine
shop and exhibits of wings, engines, and general models. Lighted planes will fly by night and all man
ner of stunt flying will be in order with contests and passenger carrying. Monday night the hangar
will be thrown open for a free dance.

NOTE THE PROGRAM for the THREE GREAT DAYS
SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

BALLOON BURSTING CONTEST

BOMB DROPPING CONTEST
BALLOON BURSTING CONTEST
FORMATION FLYING BY CURTISS PILOTS
DEAD STICK LANDINGS
OFFICIAL OPENING OF AIRPORT
Talk By Charles Berry. Introduction of Mayor Richardson.
FORMATION FLYING BY ARMY & NAVY PILOTS
STUNT FLYING BY AftMY AND NAVY '
PILOTS
SPINS
STUNT FLYING
PARACHUTE JUMPS
INSPECTION OF HANGAR
Which will be explained by Curtiss men
PASSENGER CARRYING ALL DAY AND NIGHT
ILLUMINATED PLANE FLYING AT NIGHT

BOMB DROPPING CONTEST
BALLOON BURSTING CONTEST
FORMATION FLYING
DEAD STICK LANDING CONTEST
FORMATION FLYING AND STUNT WORK BY ARMY
RESERVE
STUNT FLYING
INSPECTION OF HANGAR ALL DAY
PARACHUTE JUMP
PASSENGER CARRYING ALL DAY AND NIGHT
ILLUMINATED PLANE FLYING AT NIGHT
PUBLIC DANCE IN HANGAR—FREE ADMISSION

BOMB DROPPING CONTEST

FORMATION FLYING
DEAD STICK LANDING CONTEST

SPINS
STUNT FLYING
PARACHUTE JUMP
INSPECTION OF HANGAR
which will be explained by Curtiss men
PASSENGER CARRYING ALL DAY AND NIGHT
ILLUMINATED PLANE FLYING AT NIGHT

EVERYBODY IS INVITED-NO ADMISSION FEE
A meeting of Golden Rod Chapter, I Willis Lufkin is building a cellar {
O.E.S. will be held Friday night. All : on Limerock street with the inten- '
past Esthers are invited to the 6 tion of erecting a house the coming
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
o’clock supper.
year. The lot was bought from1
Oct.
11—Limerock Valley Pomona;
---j Mayor Richardson and adjoins his
Grange
meets
with
Wessaweskeag |
When the Educational Club picnic property.
Grange, South Thomaston.
'
Oct. 11—(Football) Rockland High vs., occurs at the Littlefield Memorial
---Winslow High at Community Park.
i Church with Mrs. L. G. Perry, full '
Clifford Ladd who entered Uni
Oct 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 17—Methebesec Club meets with drive reports are solicited together , versity of Maine as a freshman this
Mrs J. E. Stevens. Talbot avenue.
with current events.
fall has passed his freshman English
Oct. 20—Shakespeare Society meets I
---I by examination, and is now taking
with Mrs. Emily Stevens. Talbot avenue.
Plans are being made for the or- sophomore English. He is also a
Oct. 21— (2.30 to 7.30) Educational
Club picnic with Mrs. Leroy Perry, 5 ganization of a Troop of Girl Scouts member of the band.
Adams street.
---Oct. 22-24—Annual State teachers’ conven under the leadership of Mrs. Joseph j
tion in Bangor.
Emery, Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy and j The annual meeting of the Maine
Oct. 24-26—State Christian Endeavor Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton. Girls who League of Handtub Associations will
Convention. First Baptist Church.
Oct. 23—Annual meeting of Knox-Llneoln are interested are invited to meet in be held in the Senator Baxter hall,
Farm Bureau:
the Congregational vestry Monday Bath, Saturday night. The Bath
Nov. 4—Miriam Rebekah Lodge gives afternoon after school.
Association will serve supper. The
fair and supper.
---j Rockland Association will send deleNov. 4—superior Court convenes.
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand
The current issue of Telephone j gates.
Theatre.
Nov. T—Penobscot View Grange holds Topics contains a picture of the plant
annual fair.
men in charge of the Belfast cutThe Perennial Losers enjoyed an
Nov. 21-22—Rockport's Big Carnival j over, said men being H. A. Howard, outing at South Hope Tuesday night,
and Food Fair.
c.o. repair man; Gardner French, test- and after partaking of the chicken
The autumn foliage isn't putting on 1 man; F. P. Colson, wire chief and J. and steak dinner served by Landlord
its usual vivid colors. Too little rain? | C. Roberts, combination man. Now Powell viewed life from a very opti
there's a quartet hard to beat.
mistic angle. Even “Dismal” saw
things through rose-colored glasses.
Albert E. Averill of the postoffice
Seth B. Wetherbee, who has been The host felt well repaid for the
crew is having his annual vacation.
making his home at the Parker pains he had taken in preparing for
Willis Marston, who has been re House, Boston, since leaving Camden, the Rockland delegation.
ceiving treatment at Knox Hospital, is now spending a few days at “The
Greylock,” Williamstown, Mass., in The near destruction of the Ballard
has returned home.
the Berkshire Hills. He writes of Park waiting station resulted yester
Young Tommy Moulaison is suffer- chilly weather, of a very fine town day in the arrest by Deputy Sheriff
nlg from severe back strain occasioned with its many beautiful college and Ludwick of three Camden men—Al
by his strenuous efforts in helping the fraternity buildings and of a splen bert Alley, Earl Ogier and Lewis
Southenders defeat their traditional did hotel, with wonderful food Mr. Pendleton. The charge against them
rivals, the Northenders, at football.' Wetherbee goes to Florida when the is malicious mischief, and the case
was heard in Municipal Court this
season opens.
forenoon. The respondents, who are
The Wight Philharmonic Society
meets this evening at the home of
The famous U. S. Army Band will boys of 17, 19 and 18 respectively
E. F. Berry to rehearse music for the give three concerts in Strand The pleased guilty and were held for the
Bangor Festival, and Invites other atre, Nov. 5. Make your plans to at November term in the sum of $300
each.
singers to join.
tend now.—adv.

talk of the town

Good News for Friday and Saturday—We were fortunate
enough to secure a quantity of these popular

Travel Print
Dresses
•-»j r

*a

50 Only
that are such exact copies of expensive
dresses in both styling and fabric . . .
‘planned for women
who know STYLE

and appreciate
VALUE’ . . .
Boleros . . . jackets . . . flares . . . new sleeve effects . . .

lace blouses . . . straigbtline effects in larger sizes ... all
stressed in these smart frocks ... of practical rayon fabric

that launders easily . . .

Sizes
16 to 52

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., is to The Baptist Men's League holds its SCHNEIDER'S COMING
conduct a rummage sale next Tues- first meeting of the season next Wed___
day at Grand Army hall, the pro- i nesday. President Crie has been
.
. . .
rtamn Tn
ceeds to be used in the work of the plotting all summer to make it one j Junior Aviation vnamp l
chapter.
of the best winters in the League's
Attend the Dedication of
____
j history.
Rockland Airport
Fred A. Carter is having his vaca, ——
. .
tion from the Rockland Wholesale v That rare fruit pomgranate has
Grocery Co. and with Mrs. Carter
delighting a number of local Evidences are multiplying that the
is spending a few days at the Phil- Palates, through the courtesy of dedication of the Rockland Airport
Frank Whitney, who forwarded the
•• ”• —brook Farm, Shelburne,
N. H.
___
fruit from his Florida winter home at Saturday, Sunday and Monday is g
J. F. Carver, J. M. Richardson, L. '. Fru.tland Park.
ing to be an impressive affair.
SJftSS,A,:-.55ftZ3S

«V'.V'tTbpl,D'KdXXX «eXX

I
The third year of the music ap-1
prcciation hour wifi be inaugurated I
to an estimated audience ol 8,000,000 l
school children and numerous adults
tomorrow morning under the direction of Walter Damrosch, dean of
American conductors and musical
counsel of the National Broadcast
ing Co. The broadcast, a nation
wide one, is given over 57 stations
including WBZ at 11 a. m. The local
junior high school is numbered among
the many who listen in for this fea
ture, taking notes and preparing for
final tests at the close of the series.

Miniature golf is here at last, a
fine 18 hole course, the Baby Grand,
at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear
strand Theatre. Afternoons and
evenings. Come in and try it.
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CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness and sympathy
during our recent bereavement; also
for the beautiful floral offerings.
Florence A. Wallace and children
Friendship

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank the doctors and
nurses for their kindness to our daughter
Virginia during her stay at Knox Hos
pital; especially do we thank Dr. Fogg
anti Dr. Lawry and Miss Joyce and Miss
Sherer.
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Wltham

The famous U. S. Army Band will
give three concerts in Strand The
Commer/e' d to petitors and by climbing Pike's Peak Ed. Schneider!
of Chamber of Commerce.
£ 26 minute/ and 25 seconds beat Just a word about this 18-year-old atre, Nov. 5. Make your plans to at
tend now.—adv.
George A. Rogers, noble grand of the world's biggest selling car by one pilot who broke the Goldsboro cross
continent
record
for
junior
aviation
the Lvnn, Mass.. Lodge, I.O.OF. will »Klnute and 3J seconds.
arrive Saturday to work the first de-; a
gtover
on Ho]mes and who also won second money in
gree at the Knox Lodge in the eve street, last occupied by the Curtlss- the Ford reliability tour. Inci
ning. He will be accompanied by his Wright jjcople, has lately been de dentally he was the youngest pilot in
Sereter Cmra© Cempamg
sister, Mrs. C. S. Milburn of Lynn, nuded ot many articles belonging to the Ford tour. Oh, yes, he also won
who will be the guest of Mr. ar.d Mrs. the owners. City Marshal Almon P. first place in the Great Lakes trophy
contest. He is coming here in a
C. M. Havener at The Highlands.
Richardson, who has been investigat W’arner-Cessna plane.
ing,
is
of
the
opinion
that
it
was
the
Lest we forget here is the full pro
An Associated Press despatch from
gram for the dedication:
NewWork says that the F. W. Wool- tyork of juveniles.
Saturday
worth Co.'s sales in the first nine
Balloon Busting Contest.
months of this year showed a de Frank Gardner of the Thurlow ice
ream
establishment
was
correct
when
Bomb Dropping Contest.
crease of 4.1 percent from the sales
Formation Flying.
for the corresponding period of last he bet four other men at Moor's drug
store
that
the
Athletics
would
win
Dead Stick Landing Contest.
year, but comfort is found in the
Spins.
statement that September showed an the championship with yesterday's
increase over September of last year. game. But he didn't figure on having
Stunt Flying.
It may interest some folks to know to drink four chocolate milk shakes
Parachute Jump.
that the sales for the first nine in a row. Neither did he realize how
Inspection of hangar which will
months of this year amounted to much soda “Ken” could park' into one
be explained by Curtiss men.
glass.
$196,466,061.
Passenger carrying all day and
night.
Two men held a baseball fanning The hours sometimes drag tediously
Illuminated plane flying at
at
Central
Fire
Station
while
the
bee on Main street the other day, an 1
night.
strange to relate it wasn't on the sub laitnlui members of the department
Sunday
are
waiting
a
call
to
defend
your
ject of the World Series. One cf the
Bomb
Dropping
Contest.
property.
The
old
radio
set
which
men was J. “Allie'’ Burpee who
Balloon Busting Contest.
pitched the flrst curve .ball back in gave so much comfort has gone into
Formation Flying by Curtiss
1877. and the other was Frank H. the discard, and a fund is being
Pilots.
Jordan ol Thomaston who was one raised by voluntary subscription for
Dead Stick Landings.
ol his contemporaries in Knox County a new one. The balance needed
Official Opening of Airport.
baseball at that time. The late Dr. should be quickly subscribed.
Talk by Charles Berry.
J. E. Walker pitched for the Thomas
The senior play “Not So Long Ago”
Introduction of Mayor Rich
ton team.
is to be given around Thanksgiving
ardson.
time with the following cast, as an
Formation Flying by Army and
The Forty and Eight organizations nounced
by the coach, Miss Olive
Navy Pilots.
in Knox County are doubtless elated
Elsie Dover, Lillias Reed;
Stunt Flying by Army and Navy
at the election of a Maine man as Pride;
Pilots.
national head of the Society. The Billy Ballard, Alvary Gay; Mary,
Phyllis Snowman: Sylvia, Elsie How
Spins.
new loader is Charles E. Perry, post ard;
Mrs. Ballard, Evelyn Pietroski;
Stunt Flying.
master at Kittery. A resolution was
Parachute Jumps.
passed thanking the French govern Rosamond, Mary Lawrence; Yrsula.
Thelma
Blackington;
Dover,
Richard
Inspection of Hangar which will
ment for sending them the last of
Stoddard;
Sam
Robinson,
John
Mou

be explained by Curtiss men.
the old time box cars from which the
laison;
Rupert
Hancock,
Ted
Law

Passenger carrying all day and
society takes its name. It was voted
at night.
also to establish a nltional publica rence; Maid, Mildred Sprague; Lamp
lighter,
Orin
Bradbury.
Illuminated plane flying at
tion and to continue the child welfare
night.
work alrea'dy begun.
*The World Series was completed
Monday
Bath Times: Morse high opens the yesterday when the Philadelphia
Bomb
Dropping
Contest.
home season Saturday, meeting Athletics defeated the St. Louis Car
Balloon Busting Contest.
Gardiner at Kelley field. Tire Eath dinals 7 to 1, and copped the cham
Formation Flying.
There’s a Gotham Gold Stripe Stocking
lads have played a pair of games to pionship. Earnshaw, with only one
Dead Stick Landing Contest.
date that have been lost by slender day's rest, was in the box for the
Formation Flying and Stunt
Shade for Everything!
margins. Brunswick won over them Athletics, and the Missourians ate
Work by Army Reserve.
from
his
hand.
Hallahan,
who
had
7-6 and Westbrook 6-0. As Cony
Stunt Flying.
our Costume's
your Stocking should be
High barely nosed Brunswick 7-0 Sat won so brilliantly from the Athletics
Inspection of Hangar all day.
in
St.
Louis,
lasted
only
three
rounds.
urday it can be seen that Morse is
Parachute
Jump.
•
Off-Black
|
...........................
B1,cl{ T,UP*
holding its own among the secondary Meantime what has become of the
Passenger carrying all day and
perennial
skeptics
who
said
that
St.
schools. They now return to Kelley
at night.
Manila Brown
1
Die
field for three consecutive games, Louis would win this game so as to
Illuminated Plane Flying at
string
the
series
along?"
Cricket Green j ,........................... Brownltaf
Gardiner, Rockland and Wilton
N1*L
Academy.
Reddish Brown i
n
J
v/
’
Public Dance in Hangar. Free
Local Salvation Army workers are
Bright Blue
J................. Rendez-Voue
admission.
busy
this
week
soliciting
produce
for
Clergymen from all sections of
hk'y* R<<l
j..................... Nightingale
Maine Tuesday morning participated their annual harvest festival. The
BORN
in the solemn pontifical mass cele response so far has been very good. CLARK—At Lisbon Falls. Oct. 4. to Mr.
brated by Right Rev. John Murray, Quite a quantity of squashes, pump
Brifkt Green [........................... P—
and Mrs. George Clark (Marian Marsh),
Bishop of Portland, to mark the kins, turnips, carrots, apples, toma
a son. George Richard.
toes,
cabbage,
cucumbers,
potatoes,
opening of the three-dav observance
GREOORY —At Toronto. Ontario. Oct. 1.
Cedar Brown
(..............................Afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Gregory,
of the 100th anniversary at St. etc., have been given by gardeners to
formerly of Rockland, a son. Robert
who
live
in
Warren,
Union
and
other
Dominic's, the oldest Catholic Church
Wooster.
in Portland. With hundreds of lay nearby towns. Canned goods, fancy
“No run that starts above
can pass the Cold Strive"
men crowding the sidewalks, Bishop work, etc., will also be donated by
DIED
friends
who
usually
attend
the
meet

Murray and the assisting priests
PETERSON—At Rockland. Oct. 8. Swan
son Peterson of Vinalhaven, aged 43
marched from the parochial residence ings. All goods will be on display
KXk
years. 3 months. 29 days. Interment ln
during
the
weekend
meetings,
which
on Danforth street to the church on
Vinalhaven.
will
be
conducted
on
harvest
and
Gray street, it being one of the
MYERS—At Rockland. Oct. 9. Ida Myers.
most impressive religious processions thanksgiving lines. ~ Monday night VALLEE—At Rockland. Oct. 8. John Val.
lee of Vinalhaven. aged 48 years. 10
No. 531 Dull Finish
$1.50
staged in Portland for years. Visit everything will be disposed of by auc
months, 27 days. Interment at Vinal
ing clergymen were present from tion and it is expected that many will
haven.
take
part
in
the
bidding.
The
harvest
Canada and the Provinces, and sev
No. 690 Dull Finish
$1.95
Rockland. Oct. 9. WUeral of the New England States, the festival weekend is an annual event THOMPSON-At
liam Thompson. Funeral Sunday at
list including Rev. Father James A. in the Salvation Army and is con 2 o'clock from West Rockport chapel.
in all its Corps throughout the
Flynn of Rockland, and Rev. Father ducted
CARD OF THANKS
Carey of Pittsfield, one time curate world.
We wish through the columns ot The
at St. Bernard’s church in this city.
Courier-Gazette to express oiir appreci
Miniature golf is here at last,- a ation of the many kindnesses extended
The famous U. S. Army Band will fine 18 hole course, the Baby Grand, to our mother. Lucy Robinson, during
give three concerts in Strand The at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear her Illness and our thanks lor the beau
flower* sent to the liat services.
atre, Nov. 5. Make your plans to at Strand Theatre. Afternoons and tiful
Elizabeth M. Robinson, Oeorge K. Rob
tend now.—adv.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
evenings. Come in and try It.
inson.
Chnnf

•

Gotham Gold Stripe
Hosiery Week
October 11 to 18

™Ha

Opening of Rockland’s Air Port
Saturday-Sunday-Monday

Page Four

Every-Other-Day
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Bayer-Tablets

Aspirin

FOR SORE THROATS
Prompt relief from
HEADACHES,
COLDS, LUMBAGO
RHEUMATISM
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS, SORE
THROATS, ACHES
and PAINS

Does not harm
the heart

BAYER

ASPIRIN

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Earle Benner was hostess at
the meeting of the Susannah Wesley
Society Monday evening.
Mrs. Frank M. David, who has
passed the summer at her home in
West Waldoboro, has returned to
Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Waltz of Wol
laston, Mass., are at their home at
Kaler's Corner.
William Black is in Hammontown,
N. J., for a few days.
Several from here attended the fair
and supper at North Waldoboro
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Iona Wallace of Belfast is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. A. Sproul.
Dr. and Mrs. George H. Coombs
have been in Newport, N. H. They
were accompanied by Mrs. Maurice
Jenness and son, Maurice Jr., who
have been their guests and by Mrs.
Cora Nash who remained for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell have
been in Portland.
Meenahga Grange will hold its
regular meeting Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Burnheimer of
Portland have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Gardiner Walter.
Miss Isabella Stewart has resumed
her studies at the Gordon Bible
School in Boston.
Harry Richardson, poultry spe
cialist, will attend a meeting with
County Agent Wentworth of all poul
try project leaders in Lincoln County
at the Board of Trade rooms at 1.30
p. m. Friday. Raising of better
pullets will be taken up at the meet
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gay have
been in Portland.
Mrs. George Boggs entertained at
a bridge party at her home Thurs
day evening of last week. The guests
included Mrs. L. H. Weston. Mrs.
Grace Belden. Mrs. P. G. Cadieu.
Mrs. B. G. Miller. Mrs. Harold Glldden. Mrs. Lucille Thomas and Mrs.
Margaret Bond. Refreshments were
served.

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess who
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—All druggists.
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alston Roberts returned Monday to
North Haven.
NORTH WARREN
ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Preston Ames returned Mon
The patrons of White Oak Grange Mrs. Lilia Webber returned from day from a visit with her mother,
will hold their fair Oct. 11. Anyone Knox Hospital Saturday where she Mrs. Abbie Thorpe in Bristol. Mrs.
looking for some fine cauliflower for has been a patient for three weeks. Ames made the trip from Rockland
pickles should be sure and attend the Her sister Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn by plane.
fair as there will be a good supply, is with her.
Mrs. Ella Landry of Houlton is the
also many other vegetables will be
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson guest of her daughter Mrs. John
on sale.
and son Junior have returned from Wentworth.
a few days' visit-in Dexter.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith re
Calvin Bragg spent Sunday at turned Friday from a motor trip to
True dyes are
home from Portland where he is a Portland.
at the U. S. Marine Hospital.
Mrs. Joseph Donohue of Boston is
easiest to use! patient
Charles Ludwig is at home for an 1 the guest of her mother Mrs. Noyes
indefinite stay.
Dushane.
Mrs. Annie Orff visited her son
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., was
Dresses, drapes or lingerie look and
family in Fairfield Sunday.
inspected Monday night by D. D. G.
new when they’re re-dyed with
Sanford Walter. Mrs. Adeline M. Mrs. Belle Frost of Golden rod
Diamond Dyes. No spotting or
streaking; never a trace of that Hock and Miss Alda H8ck spent Chapter, Rockland. She was accomre-dyed look. Just rich, even, Sunday in Gardiner the guests of paniecfMiy her sister Mrs. Amy Tripp,
bright colors that hold amazingly Edwin and Sidney Walter and fami and Mrs. Elvie Curtis of Forget-melies.
not chapter. South Thomaston. A 6
through wear and washing.
The Boys’ Bean Club and the Girls’ o'clock supper was served by Nellie
Diamond Dyes are the highest
quality dyes you can buy because Sewing Club held a joint meeting Thomas, assisted by Doris Shields,
they’re so rich in pure anilines. Saturday wit{j their leaders. Miss Dora Boman, Florence Mullen, Addie
That’s what makes them so easy to Loana Spearin, county leader and White. Chapter was called at 7.30,
use. That’s what they’ve been Miss Mildred Brown assistant State with an unusually large attendance.
famous for 50 years. 15 cent leader were present
I Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lawry received
packages—all drug stores.
the degrees. A short program was
In the good old days a man who given with these numbers: Reading,
who could carry his liquor without Evelyn Manson; contralto solo,
showing it was called a gentleman. Blanch Kittredge; reading, Cora
While in town Mrs.
Now he is called a bootlegger.— Peterson.
! Frost and Mrs. Tripp were guests of
Highest Quality for 50 Years Louisville Times.

Accept only "Bayer” package which contains proven directions. Handy Bayer

DiamondoDtycs

ROCKPORT
Beginnnig Tuesday, October 14, serv
Rev. F. F. Fowle was called to Crie ice becomes three trips weekly, sailing
Funeral services for the late Mrs. haven last week to officiate at the on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Edwin Hooper were held at the Ridge funeral services of Mrs. Andrew An
Church Sunday afternoon and large derson.
Capt. Ernest Torrey returned Sat
ly attended. Rev. 8. E. Packard of
Boothbay. a former pastor officiating, urday to Connecticut after spending a
bxcept Sunday
few days in town with his family.
assisted by Rev. A. A. Walsh.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Berry
were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wall ol New
York who have been summering at home from Islesboro for the weekend.
Capt. Winsor Torrey and Mrs. Tor
Tenant's Harbor were dinner guests
recently of Mr. and Mrs. Frank rey enroute from Germany to their
home at Deer Isle, were guests last
Harris.
week of his brother, Capt. Ernest FROM ROCKLAND
Twenty-six dollars was added to Torrey at his home on Union street.
the church repair fund from the
Frank McDonnell left Monday for
silver luncheon served by Mrs. W. Boston to attend the American Le
M. Harris at the Wawenock, Port gion convention and also a reunion Freight and Passenger Servtca
Clyde, last week, in connection with of his regiment which was held Tues Sail on the “CAMDEN" or “BEL
the Ladies’ Circle. Mrs. Harris day evening.
FAST,” any night except Sunday, at
served lobster stew, crackers, pickles
Hazel Wall who has been substitut 8 P. M. Standard Time for Boston.
and tea. All present report a very ing at the Camden office of the Cen Connections at Boston with direct
pleasant afternoon.
tral Maine Power Co. during vaca steamer to New York.
Steamer
Winslow Watt has employment at tions, resumed her duties at the leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M. Standard
Rockland office Monday.
Fred Smalley’s, Tenant's Harbor.
Time daily, except Monday, for Bar
Mrs. Emma Torrey, department in Harbor and intermediate landings.
Fred Welch and sister Miss Mar
Maine Boy is
garet Welch and Miss Arlotte Giles spector of the State W.R.C. was in Steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
of Boothbay called on Miss Rosa Rumford Monday where she presided Standard Time daily, except Monday,
at a school of instruction held at the for Brooklyn and intermediate land
Teele Sunday.
Healthiest
Those who attended the Lincoln Oscar Eaton W.R.C. She was accom ings.
Baptist quarterly association at West panied on the trip by Mrs. Cacilda Steamers “BELFAST" or "CAM
"TkZY little son. Jack, suffered from
Rockport last week were Rev. and Cain, Nellie Alexander and Capt. Ar DEN” sail daily except Monday at 5
AVI. constipation,” says Mrs. E.
A. M. Standard Time for Camden,
Mrs. A. A. Walsh, Deacon Charles thur Ott.
Savage, 553 Cumberland Ave., Port
Maynard Ingraham is enjoying two Belfast, Bucksport, and Bangor.
Wiley, Mrs. Eugene Smith and Mrs.
land. “He was having a hard time
weeks vacation from the store of Enos
Automobile! Carried
Frank Wiley.
until a friend recommended Cali
For reservations apply Wharf Office
Repair work on the church is E. Ingraham & Co.
fornia Fig Syrup and I got some for
Mrs. Eliza Jones of Thomaston was
progressing well under the able
him. The first few doses regulated
management of G. N. Bachelder. a guest Tuesday and Wednesday of
his bowels, brightened him up mar
One former resident has given ma her daughters. Mrs. Minnie Weed and
velously; seemed to give him new
Addie Russ.
steamship tinea
Strength.
terial for the repairs on the steeple Mrs.
At the regular meeting of Harbor
“I nave since used Fig Syrup with
and bell deck, another a contribu Light
Chapter,
O.E
S.,
Tuesday
eve

my boy during colds or upsets. It has
tion of $100.
Chapter of Warren and
been a wonderful help to him; has
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
Mrs. Fred Seavey and daughter ning Ivy
Chapter of Lincolnville were
assisted in making him the strong
STEAMBOAT CO.
Esther of Port Clyde were guests Beach
entertained
as
special
guests
and
a
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
boy you see—perhaps the healthiest
Saturday of Capt. O. A. Andrews.
(In
edect Oct. 1. 1930)
large
delegation
was
present
from
one in our neighborhood.”
Capt. Charles Young of Warren both chapters. Other chapters repre
Vinalhaven Line
OWL’S HEAD
For more than fifty years, mothers
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
and
Miss
Myrtie
Young
of
Rockland
Ashley Young has had his house attended the funeral services of the sented were Seaside of Camden, Puri cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving ln
have praised California Fig Syrup.
tan of Lowell, Mass., Bethany of Rockland at 920 A M. Returning leaves
Leading physicians advise its use shingled. Ivan Merriman doing the late Mrs. Edwin Hooper Sunday.
at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
Stockton Springs, Orion of Calais, Rockland
with bilious, headachy, constipated work.
haven. arriving at 3 45 P. M.
The Ladies’ Circle will meet with
children, or to keen the bowels open
Mrs. Harriette Carver is boarding Mrs. Herbert Piersons. Martinsville, Quoddy Light of Lubec, and Pogonia
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
during colds or children's disuses. with Mrs. Whitney for a few weeks
of Bristol. At 6.30 the guests were
Thursday afternoon of this week.
Sunday at 6 A. M. arriving at Ston
Children love its rich, fruity flavor. after undergoing a
ushered into the dining room made cept
successful
at 6.55 A. M . North Haven at 7.50
It tones and strengthens weakened operation at Knox Hospital.
attractive with decorations of fall Aington
M . due to arrive at Rockland about
bowels; helps make children robust.
WASHINGTON
flowers and autumn leaves where a 9 o'clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
Mrs. Frank Moorlan has returned
Look for the name California when to Matinicus accompanied by her
supper
of, cold
meats, escalloped po- 1.30 P M.. North Haven at 2.35 F. M..
-.
, . , ,_____ Stonington at 3.40 P. M.. due to arrive at
buying. That marks the genuine.
Mrs. Agnes Peabody has returned tatoes, salads, baked beans and cake gran's island about 5 o'clock.
little grandson Robert.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
and Mrs Ashley Young spent from a two weeks' vacation which was served under an efficient com
CALIFORNIA theMr.weekend
with John Young in was passed in Massachusetts visiting mittee consisting of Mrs. Ella Over
look, Mrs. Amy Miller, Mrs. Cora
relatives.
FIG SYRUP Rockland.
Among those who attended the Morrill and Mrs. Cora Upham. At I
The men folks were called out late
LAXATIVE-TONIC/or CHILDREN
Saturday night to fight fire at Head- joint meeting of Knox and Lincoln the meeting which followed the de
of-Bay, which prompt action pre Pomona Granges in Burkettville last grees were conferred on Mrs. Maud
Saturday, were L. W. Bartlett, Eve Davis and Miss Dorothy Upham. An
Mrs. Mary L. Arey. Mrs. Elvie Curtis vented from becoming serious.
Mrs. Raines and family have sold lyn Bartlett. Mrs. Nellie Stevens and invitation was received from St.
was the guest of her nephew William
out and are about to move this week. Mrs. Ella Brann, all of Evening Star Paul's Lodge, F.&A.M. to attend their |
Bray at Sea-side.
installation Oct. 31.
Oscar Johnson and family of South Grange.
The Weary Club spent the weekend
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter- I
at Dumlukin cottage as guests of Mr Warren have bought the Raines Mrs. Ruth Natson Sukeforth re
and Mrs. Harry Wilson. Sunday place and are moving over this cently received from her mother Mrs. tained Wednesday evening at the I
night was gentlemen's night. A lob- week. Emery St. Clair is moving the Anna Natson of Vikarbyn, Dalame home of Mrs. Marie Bisbee.
Harold Robbins was home from
ster supper was served.
Johnson goods with his new ton Sweden, a beautiful hammered cop
Bucksport to spend the weekend with j
per coffee set.
A coal vessel recently arrived and truck,
family.
no men were available to unload the
George F. St. Clair was in town Several from this vicinity attended hisThe
annual inspection of Harbor
cargo as all in town who want to work over Sunday from Bucksport where Charles Littlehale’s auction at Stick Light
Chapter, O.E.S. will be held
ney Corner Saturday.
have employment. It was necessary he has employment.
Evening Star Grange will have Oct. 21. A picnic supper will be I
to telephone to Rockland for help.
The ladies gave a supper last Wedserved preceding the meeting with I
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson arrived nesday for the benefit of the library work in the third and fourth degrees Mrs. Hildred Ryder. Mrs. O. P. JackSaturday,
followed
by
the
usual
har

Thursday from a vacation trip, which with Mrs. Paige Mrs. Borgerson, Mrs.
son. Mrs. Ada Clough and Mrs. Mae I
Complete
included Portland. Augusta, North Philbrook and Maggie Young house- vest feast.
Spear
acting as supper committee.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alonzo
Hanson
of
Jay and Livermore Falls.
keepers.
Miss
Dorothy
Upham
was
a
recent
1
Installed in your home
Mrs. Charles Chilles and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Paige spent Sundav Liberty were guests of Mr. Hanson’s guest of Miss Elizabeth Thomas at ;
parents over the weekend.
Muriel left Monday for a few days in Appleton.
Mrs. Mary Mitchell passed the Camden.
In Rockland.
Vinal Perry is having serious
Mrs. Gwendolyn Buzzell was hostess 1
weekend in Burkettville as the guest
Mrs. Lillian Treat left Saturday for trouble with his foot.
of her daughter Mrs. Rhoda Suke Wednesday evening to the newly or
Boston. She has spent the summer
----------------ganized club of young ladies. The
forth.
with her mother Mrs. Charles Smith
QfTl ITU U/ADPPN
Mrs. Ida Hatch and sister Mrs. L. gathering assumed the form of a 632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Rebecca Arey was in Rock_
„
land Monday
Good WlU Grange Fair will be H. Stevens were callers on friends in utility shower for one of its mem
bers,
Mrs.
Wilma
Rhodes,
who
has
North
Burkettville
recently.
Lee Woodcock is in Boston attend- I held
22 wlth suPPer and dance
Fred Sukeforth of Augusta was a recently begun housekeeping. ManyIng the American Legion meeting jin *he e.v5n,lnB' ,
Miss Adeline Lemelin of Fairfield guest at his brother Charles' over the gifts were received which will be use
ful in the new home and which were
visited Miss Leila St. Clair last Fri weekend.
day.
FRIENDSHIP
Evelyn Sukeforth passed Sunday greatly appreciated by Mrs. Rhodes.
Cards were enjoyed and delicious re
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page are on with friends at Stickney Corner.
Willis Rauskolk and Allen BellMadison Howard of Palmyra is freshments served.
house of Medford spent the weekend a motor trip to Rhode Island and
At the annual meeting of St. Paul’s j When yon have a cold think of
Boston to visit relatives.
visiting friends and relatives here
at The Spruces.
Lodge,
F.&A.M. Monday evening the
Mrs.
Henry
Looke
has
sold
her
for a few days.
Lee Walker is at his home in
place to Mr.
Simmons
Mrs. Clara Clark spent the day following officers were elected for the
Thomaston after several weeks spent, ,,,
.
, .of ,Rockland.
..
year ensuing: Guy Annis, W. M.;
in the Knox Hospital with a severe '
regr'LVeFy mUCh 10 '°Se th6Se Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lawrence Richards, S. W.; Forrgst
Grinnell.
case of blood poisoning. His condi- I oldnelShbor^
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard and Spear, J. W.; Charles Jenkins, Treas.;
tlon is much improved
I Mrs' Kezlah Libby is st°PPln8 with
E. H. Bowers, Sec.; board of trustees
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses'has returned Ler daugbter' Mrs. O. A. Spear at daughters visited Edith Overlock to serve three years, C. E. Rhodes,
All Druggists 50c
home from South Bristol where she I MonUm?nl sdUareJ durlng the ?b‘ Wednesday.
If you haven’t received a cook
Carleton Davis, Walter Carroll;
• • * •
has been employed the past summer, sence of Capt. and Mrs. Demuth in
book send in and one will be
finance committee, Guy Annis, Law
The marriage of Lewis Delano and
L?
Duffy-Powell
mailed free of charge.
rence Richards, Forrest Spear. The
O.
A.
Copeland
accompanied
Her

Mrs. Ethel Vose took place recently.
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
Miss Leola Alice Powell, daughter board of trustees elected Stewart OrMrs. L. V. Solon has closed her bert Brazier. Obadiah Gardner and of Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Powell of Wash beton as president, Frederick Rich
98 Exchange St.
Col.
Philbrick
to
Lewiston
Wednes

summer home on Long Island and
Bangor, Maine
ington became the bride Oct. 2 of ards clerk, and E. H. Bowers treas
day
to
attend
the
55th
anniversary
returned to New York City.
At The Sign of The Bine Bottle
George W. Duffy, son of the late Mr. urer. Oct. 31 was set as the date for
of
Androscoggin
County
Pomona,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Stenger
118Th-tf
and Mrs. James Duffy of New York installation which will be public.
and sons Charles and Thomas mo the oldest in the State.
Mrs. Albert Carroll left Tuesday
City. The wedding which took place
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Fales,
Mr.
tored to Philadelphia Tuesday for
in the presence of a few relatives and morning for Dark Harbor where she
two weeks’ visit with relatives and ' and
C; J' popeland left Mon- friends of the couple was performed will visit Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hale
friends
i day for Boston t0 attend the meet- shortly after 8 o'clock in the rectory for a few days.
Miss Irene Morton of Kents HUI lng of th? ^nerican
Mrs. Aill Loffman Is staying at the
of the Church of St. John the Evan
Seminary spent the weekend with
“r' a’ld ,Mrs' Frank Adams ar! gelist, of New York City. The Rev. home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Buzzell
her mother. Mrs. Eudavilla Morton. ha',ng „the‘r annua* vacatio" and Francis X. Scott officiated. Miss for the winter.
The last dance of the season was I wiU vlslt places ln Malne and New Agnes Green was the bridesmaid and
Basil Turner was home from Green
Hampshire. While they are away
wich, Conn., for the weekend.
held at the Playhouse Saturday.
things at the farm will be in charge Walter V. Hogan the best man.
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey were KTo market your Poultry in season
The bride wore an ensemble of
of Mr. Adams' father and mother of
for the Jewish Holidays
beige crepe-roma trimmed with lace at Deer Isle last week for a short stay
SOUTHWEST HARBOR Solon.
with hat to match. Her corsage and also enjoyed a few days’ visit ln:
We
Will Pay Highest Prieaa
Nine
members
of
Good
Will
Steamer Ilex, Capt. Faulkingham
bouquet was of orchids. The bridal Boston. On the Deer Isle trip they'
ln command, was at Heron Neck Grange attended the joint Pomona party and a few other guests were were accompanied by Mrs. Torrey’s
COHEN BROS.
Light Station Sept. 28 and took Mrs. at Burkettville Saturday and had the entertained at luncheon by Mrs. Al mother, Mrs. Cacilda Cain.
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
Fred M. Robbins, Winifred Lord and pleasure of listening to one of State Jolson at her home on Femmore
Charles Tolman of Rockville and
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
household furnishings to their home Lecturer Howes' interesting talks. road, Scarsdale, N. Y. Following the his daughter Mrs. Leola Mann, re
109-tf
at Southwest Harbor. Keeper Fred Every one who has ever heard him is wedding ceremony there was a re turned Monday from Boston where
M. Robbins left the station on Oct. impressed with his straightforward, ception at the Farragut Inn at Hast they visited relatives. They were ac
I. After a two days’ visit with his honest ideas. There were about 175 ings. Mr. and Mrs. Duffy both are companied by Miss Louise Tolman
sister Mrs. Reuben Carver at Vinal in attendance and all were well cared known and popular in that city and who will remain with Mrs. Mann for KILLS 103 RATS
haven he left for Southwest Harbor. for and fed.
a short time.
John Fales. and daughter Mrs. vicinity. The bride has been a resi
Andrew Bennett, transferred from
Members should bear in mind the
ON NEBRASKA FARM
dent
there
for
about
two
years,
while
Saddle Back Light Station to Heron Geneva Thompson of Cushing and the groom is a native of White Farm Bureau meeting Oct. 13 at the
A
Nebraska
farmer killed 103 rats
Friendship are occupying the Ken
Neck, arrived on Sept. 29.
Plains. They will reside on Central home of Mrs. Leola Mann at which in 12 hours with K-R-0 (Kills Rats
William W. Wells, first assistant neth Fales residence while Mr. and avenue, Greenburgh, N. Y.
time the subject “Time Saving Dish Only), the product made by a special
has been promoted to keeper at Sad Mrs. Fales are absent in Boston.
Washing” will be discussed. This is process of squill, an ingredient highly
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wincapaw of
dle Back Light station; Alamander
to be an all day session and it is hoped recommended by the U. S. Govern
West Warren were visitors at Rufus
Alley to first assistant.
a large number will attend.
ment. It is sure death to rats and
Mrs. Robbins had as fellow pas Overlock's Saturday.
The first meeting of the season of mice but harmless to dogs, cats,
sengers on Steamer Ilex Mr. and Mrs.
the
Twentieth
Century
Club
will
be
poultry or even baby chicks. K-R-0
One Grateful
APPLETON RIDGE
Ellison Small who had been trans
held at the home of Mrs. Alice Gard is today America’s most widely used
Mrs. Gertrude Moody. Mrs. Ethel
ferred from Seguin to Red Beach, the
ner with Mrs. Katherine Dunbar as rat and mouse exterminator. Sold by
Moody, Nelson Moody and Miss Alice Mother’s Tribute
entrance of the St. Croix River.
hostess. The following papers will be druggists on money back guarantee.
Moody were weekend guests of rela
given: “Electricity in the House
tives in Augusta.
hold," Mrs. Mann; "Milan, Italy, De
“I would not be without the
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Haraden and
scription of Cathedral," Mrs. Magune.
famous
granddaughter. Mr. and Mrs. Maddocks and Elden Simmons of Rock
LIBERTY
land were Sunday visitors at Albert
Fuller's.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cheney from
Elmer Sprague is visiting relatives
Chelsea called on Mrs. Lottie Light
81nce 1840 this firm haa
for it is a faithful friend all year Sunday .
in Massachusetts.
faithfully served the famlllea
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. 'round. At first signs of dull feel
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher, Bernard
of Knox County
Strengthened by Lydia E. W. M. Newbert were Mr. and Mrs. ing, fatigue or restlessness I give Leigher, Mrs. Lottie Light and Miss
LADY ATTENDANT
Pinkham’s Vegetable
my
children
a
few
doses
and
then
B. A. Mason, Jr., and two sons of
Madeline Light attended the Fair at
Tel. Day 460;
711-1
rest assured that everything will Damariscotta Thursday.
Augusta.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Compound
Edward Whitaker was a business!
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley and be all right.” — Mrs. Flora De
caller in this place Sunday.
St. Paul, Minn—“I used to be aa daughter returned Saturday from saults, Worcester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gove of Taun-'
tired when I got up in the morning as South Deer Isle where they were The "kiddles” LIKE Dr. True’s
ROCKLAND, ME.
when 1 went to guests of Capt. and Mrs. W. F Elixir — grandmothers call it
ton, Mass., spent last week with his
bed. I had faint Shepard, also calling on other
cousin, Mrs. E. A. Leigher.
ing spells and pal friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins and
LAXATIVE
pitation. Of course
family from Wells visited her sister,
Mrs. Stella Snow who has been
it was my age. I the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. M WORM EXPELLEE Mrs. Ross Cunningham recently.
read a Lydia E. Newbert and other friends, went to
Mrs. Nellie Flanders and Miss Rita
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Pinkhatn booklet Augusta Sunday where she will Will quickly relieve every member Flanders are visiting friends in
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
and started tak spend a few days before going to of the family of constipation.
Rockland.
ing the Vegetable
Family size $1.20; other sizes 60c & 40c
Osteopathic Physician
Compound three Massachusetts for a visit with rela
Volunteer Firemen Protected
Telephone 138
times a day. I am tives. She expects to arrive at her Successfully used for over 77 years
Volunteer firemen of the Oakwood
now a well woman. home in Detroit, the last part of this
month
and Millwood districts are protected
Three of my
Mrs. Hazle Perry and son Norman
_______________ ' neighbors know
under group life insurance provided
returned
home
Monday
from
a
few
by the Kalamazoo (Mich.) township DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
what it did for me so they are taking it
DR.LINWOOD
T.
ROGERS
days'
visit
with
relatives
in
Massa
too. I will write to any woman if Lydia
board. Cost of the insurance, which
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound chusetts.
protects the firemen while fighting
Dentist
Osteopathic
Physician
Mrs.
Sylvia
Smith
and
daughter
will help her as it did me. I feel like a
fires or going to or from the scenes 302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
have
returned
to
their
home
in
Orvoung woman now and I thank you.”—
of
alarms,
is
to
be
borne
by
the
400 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
Mrs. II. C. Henry, 286 Fuller Ave., St. .rington, after a visit with Mrs. Eve
Telephone 916-M
assessment districts of the munici
Paul, Minnesota.
lyn Pitman and family.
Telsphsn** 12W; Resldsnee tSS-M
pality.
1
MH I

WEST ROCKPORT
Several from here attended Dam
ariscotta fair last week.
A large delegation from the vari
ous Baptist Churches in the Lincoln
Association attended the quarterly
meeting held in the church here last
Tuesday. All the meetings were
lull of inspiration and a splendid
i foundation for the year's work.
Mrs. Geneva Collamore and Mrs.
Hazel Parker attended the presentai tion of "Old Peabody Pew" in Rock
land last week.
A large representation from this
place attended the reception for Rev.
and Mrs. P. C. Hughey and family
Friday evening. They leave this
week for Boston where Mr. Hughey
becomes assistant pastor of the
Ruggles Street Baptist Church and
will reside in Jamaica Plain.
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton left
Friday morning for Boston to attend
the National American Legion con
vention.
Mrs. Emma Leach, Mrs. Annie
Clark and Mrs J. T. Heal attended
the Women's Missionary conference
in Camden at the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church last Thursday.
Bert Andrews and family have
moved from their home on the Union
road to the living quarters over their
store and postoffice.
In reading Saunterings I noticed
that the Saunterer says he has not
seen either the fuschia or the Wand
ering Jew for a number of years. If
he were to visit rural Maine he
would find a good number of either
of these plants and especially the
Wandering Jew which is quite com
mon.

GLENMERE

Daily Service

BOSTON

FASTER^

SEE
And Hear The

NEW CROSLEY
RADIO

The “Buddy”
$64.50

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

EPH1 (F. 1.)

Introducing
NEW DISTINCTION
in “
Period Radio Cabinet Design.
With the new General Motors Radio has come genuine distinction in radio. Hero
at last are cabinets with the true appeal of authentic period design—worthy addi
tions to the furnishings of the finest home. (T And the new General Motors Radio
is as distinctive in performance as in appearance. Come in for a demonstration
of the Tone Selector—a remarkable new feature which enables you to empha
size bass or treble at will. Five distinctive models, available on the GMAC plan.

*The Sheraton—A handsome

Tbe Heppleu hite—A beeuti-

highboy of butt walnut with a
serpentine front. Price, 1192*
less tubes.

ful walnut-finished lowboy. A
very attractive low-priced radio
of exceptionally high quality.
Price, $ 136, less tubes.

THE NEW GENERAL MOTORS RADIO
with Visual Tone Selector
OF

GENERAL

MOTORS

RADIO

CORPORATION

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
POSTOFFICE SQUARE

ROCKLAND

TIRED WHEN
SHE GOT UP

Dr.True's Elixir

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS.

BURPEE’S

TAc late Italian—An unusually attrac
tive model, of butt walnut. Note the ser
pentine front. Price, $172, less tubes.

PRODUCT

Now

Is The
Time

PHONE 886

Every-Other-Day
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APPLETON

UNION

Good sized congregations gathered
at the Union Church both Sunday
afternoon and evening of Oct. 5.
listening with appreciative interest to
the soul stirring messages brought by
both Brother and Sister Avery of
Portland, who drove from their home
city for the sole purpose of speaking
at the Pentecostal Assembly here'
Brother Avery read in the evening
the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah,
and speaking therefrom in a manner
which held the attention of his au
dience from start to finish. He was
followed by Sister Avery telling in a
most graphic way of her Christian
experience, and her change of heart
from a French Catholic to a Protes
tant follower of the Lord Jesus Christ.
With both sisters Miller and Avery
at the piano, a group of young peo
ple provided excellent singing, which
assisted materially at both meetings.
Testimony service followed the
speaking and was participated in by
a large number of people, not only
from the local church, but also by
delegates from Thorndike and other
surrounding towns. The regular
services will be continued under the
leadership of the pastor. Rev. E. N.
Davis, with meetings Sunday after
noon at 2.30, and evening at 7.30.
Also Wednesday evening. Go to a
good place and you will have no rea
son to regret it.

Mrs. William Meservey, Mrs. Ada
Hawes of Augusta, Mrs. Walter Pack
ard of Lynn and Mrs. Andrews
Mitchell of Nahant, Mass., were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Shepard.
Waldo Tyler and family of South
Thomaston and Mrs. Bessie Field of
Oakland were in town last week call
ing on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holdsworth of
Somersworth, N. H., were weekend
guests of friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Flint and Earl
Sayward of Rockland and Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Bryant motored to Walnut
Hill Sunday where they were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Bryant.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Jones attended
Pomona at Burkettville Saturday.
Mrs. Eva Sayward is boarding six
State children.
Elmo Crozier of Rockport called on
friends in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Williams and
Mildred Farris went Saturday to
Massachusetts. Mr. Williams is
taking his annual vacation from the
Security Trust Co.
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist
Church held an all day session at
the church Thursday. The Aid will
meet on the first and third Thurs
days of each month until further
notice.
The semi-annual report of the
chairman of the official board of the
church shows that the extensive re
pairs on the church are nearly com
pleted and practically all bills are
cared for. The pastor is hoping that,
following the financial success of the
last few months, there will be an
awakening to the more vital inter
ests of the church.
The monthly meeting of the Wom
an's Home Missionary Society is to
be with Mrs. H. H. Plumer today.

SOUTH APPLETON
Mrs. Leverett Dorman of' Rock
land is visiting her daughter Mrs. A.
D. Fish.
Arthur Philbrook is painting his
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawts of
Union were callers in this vicinity re
cently.
Howard Philbrook of Bangor is
visiting at Arthur Philbrook’s.
Laurin Clark has returned to West
boro, Mass., where he has employ
ment.
Roy Simpson of Criehaven was an
overnight guest at John Clark's re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ripley were re
cent visitors at Edgar Ripley's.
Mrs. Sadie Cunningham of Foxboro
has been visiting her daughters for
a few days.
NORTH WASHINGTON
Donald Cunningham went to Cam
bridge. Mass., last Sunday where 1st
has a position in the Harvard Square
garage.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Chapman have
a nice son, bom last Sunday night
Mrs. Fred Cole of Augusta wtis
the guest of Mrs. M. W. Lenfest a
few days this week.
. Madison Howard of Palmyra a for
mer resident of this town, was cas
ing on old friends here last week. ;
W. A. Palmer went to Winthrop
Monday where he expects to have
work making apple barrels.
W. A. Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Cunningham were at Dutch Neck,
Waldoboro, last Sunday.
Roy Lcnfest of South Liberty is
employed in moving pulp-wood from
the Cunningham Mountain lot to the
highway road, for transportation to

HOPE
Mrs. Nellie Fish of Rockland was
in town a few days the past week.
Dana Herrick is working in
Aroostook County for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert True and
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear of Camden and
Rockport have been guests of rela
tives at the Wilder cottage and at
other houses here.
A very successful community pic
nic was held Sunday at Ames' Beach,
Northport.
Miss Olive True and friend from
Massachusetts have been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George True,
for several days, leaving here last
Sunday.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson has returned
from a very pleasant visit with her
daughter Mrs. Herbert Esancy and
family of South China.
Another piece of new road .is
under construction in Head-of-the
Lake district, under the direction of
B. H. Nichols, who is certainly
helping solve the Buzzell Hill prob
lem.
Mrs. Frank Grassow and daughter
Audrey have been on an extended
visit with relatives in Canada, Milo
and other places.

CLARRY HILL
Mr. and Mrs. John Ward of Old
Mrs. Alice Lenfest is still confined
Town visited her sister Mrs. Fred-1
to her home by illness.
erick Walker and attended Union
---------------------i
The young man who applies him Fair.
Mrs. Sarah Jameson called on her
self to thinking will, by and by, be
Mrs. Earl Davis ln
amazed to find how much there is granddaughter,
Rockport recently.
to think about.—Otto Kahn.
Miss Lena Poland. Mrs. Myra Kenn iston and Mrs. W. L. Stevens ot
Warren spent Tuesday here the
guests of Winifred Whitney.
Roland Miller and Everett Lemont
were in Waldoboro Saturday evening.
Montell Ross and family of Bath
visited at the home of his mother,
Mrs. Gussie Ross Sunday.
W. J. Smith made a business trip I
to Union Wednesday.
Walter Feyler of North Warren
spent Sunday here with relatives.
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson
called on friends here recently.
Mrs. Alma Lamont who is working
ln Pownal, spent Sunday here, the
guest of her father W. J. Smith.
Mrs. Sarah Thomas returned to her
home in Rockland last Sunday after
spending a few days here, the guest
of friends.
The neighbors gathered at the
home of Sadie Kelley Tuesday and
harvested her potatoes and beans for
which she feels very grateful.
Ralph Stahl and Lucy Clarrj' of
North Waldoboro visited relatives
here recently.
Earl Miller of Union called on W. J.
Smith Friday.
Mrs. Carolyn Williams of Union
“I got so I couldn’t eat anythiag
without having trouble afterwards, visited friends here recently.
Joseph Smith of Rockland visited
says Mr. Roland M. Morris, popular
salesman, of 272 South 57th Street, at the home of his brother W. J.
Philadelphia, Penn. “I would have Smith during the fair.
Augusta.

.

DIGESTION FINE
NOW; SALESMAN
GAINS 15 POUNDS

heartburn, gas, and sick headaches.
“Nothing seemed to help me. I
tried everything I could hear of but
my indigestion hung on two years.
“Then my doctor advised Pape’s
Diapepsin and I had almost im
mediate relief with the first two
tablets. Now that I have been taking
them for some time, I find I can eat
pork or most anything and have no
trouble. I sleep well; my nerves are
O.K. and I have gained 15 pounds.”
Thousands like Mr. Morris are
finding quick, certain relief for indiYou
feeling
of weight and discomfort after eating
just disappears. So do the otber
symptoms, such as nausea, headacne,
gas, belching, nervousness, etc.
Pape’s Diapepsin contains no
narcotics; ran be taken often as
needed without harm. All druggists
sell it. Or if you prefer to try ^it
before buying, just write “Papi’i
Diapepsin?’ Wheeling, W. Va., foi
a FREE sample box.

DiAPEPSiN
IQuick Relief for Stomach Ills)

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, ears ot
R. E. Cutting, Warran, Ma. Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References! Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
it-tf

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. George Wall of Rockland has
been a guest of her sister Mrs. Maud
Anthony. While there she was given
a surprise party on her birthday by
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Mossman and chil
dren Evelyn, Ruth, Doris and Edith
and Mrs. Marion Barnes and little
Shirley Barnes, Mrs. Wall's great
grandchild, three years old. who
served the refreshments of ice cream
and cake.
Rev. John Holman and family of
Princeton are spending their vaca
tion here. They are occupying the
home of Mrs. Alice Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cushman of
Brighton, Mass., were in town called
by the death of his aunt, Mrs. Kate
Hooper.
Mrs. Molly Seavey and daughter
Esther spent Friday and Saturday
in Glenmere.
Mr. and Mrs. Overlock of Rock
land and Miss Hortense Wilson of
Thomaston visited Mrs. R. D. Seavey
Saturday.
• • • *
Mrs. Kate H. Hooper
The community is saddened by the
death of Mrs. Kate Henderson
Hooper, wife of Edwin Hooper Fri
day morning after a long illness.
Mrs. Hooper leaves to mourn her
loss besides her husband two daugh
ters Mrs. Rose Seavey and Mrs.
Nettie Webber of this place; three
sons. Fred of Martinsville, Willis of
Rockland and Winfield of Glenmere,
and several grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Hooper was a member of the
Glenmere Church and also an active
member of the Grange. Funeral
services were held at the Glenmere
Church Sunday, conducted by Rev.
S. E. Packard of Boothbay assisted
by Rev. A. A. Walsh. Interment was
in the Ridge cemetery.

SOUTH WALDOBORO 1 son Lowell, and Mrs. Brainerd Winchenbach were guests of Mrs. Alvin
Mrs. T. H. Fernald has a crimson Stone of Rockland. Saturday.
rambler that is in full bloom, a most
Frank Earl has been on a business
unusual sight for the 6th of October. trip to Boston and Boothbay Harbor
Irvin Wallace took a trucK load of recently.
poultry to Boston last week.
Charles Oliver has moved his
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace and family to Lewiston where he will

make his future home. Mr. Oliver
has lived here for the past five years
and has made many friends, who
regret to have him move away. On
Monday afternoon he held a public
auction sale of farm tools and gear,
and some household effects. This
sale attracted many people. Cars

Page Five
were noticed from Augusta, Portland,
Rockland and all nearby towns. It
was estimated that about 300 peo
ple were in attendance, and with Mr.
Cowan of Damariscotta, as auction
eer, all goods offered for sale found
many buyers. The farm property
was bought by Elden O. Borneman.

Mrs. Cora Taylor is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Abbie Arthur, of Hope.
Mrs. Edna Turner and Mrs. Abbie
Fernald were on an auto trip Tues
day to Lewiston and Auburn.
Mrs. Emily F. Davis spent the past
week with Mrs. Martin Collamore.
Mrs. Ernest Burns motored to

Waterville Sunday, her daughter
Myrtle Gerioux returned home with
her.
,*

When you study the districts that
have the highest homicide rates, you
can't help thinking that nature knows
best.—Everett Herald.

—■
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SALE

FIVE DAV
CHILDREN’S CHINCHILLA
COATS AT $3.65

$1.95 ALL SILK WASHABLE
FLAT CREPE AT $1.55

Offering thousands of dollars9 worth of
new, fresh, desirable Fall merchandise

Ages 2 to 8 years in splendid quality
chinchilla coats in navy or tan. Smart
double breasted styles for boys or giris.
Made of warm, durable chinchilla and
most exceptional coats for $3.65.

CHILDREN’S COATS AT
THESE FALL SALE PRICES

A splendid quality all silk crepe that
washes beautifully. In a full range of new
light and dark shades for Fall frocks. 39
inches wide.

$1.39 ALL SILK WASHABLE
FLAT CREPE AT $1.10

at the LOWEST PRICES in years

Regular* $.» to $10 coats
reduced $1 in price
Regular $11.75 to S15 coats
reduced $2 in price
Regular $16.50 to $22 coats
reduced $3 in price
Regular $25 to $35 coats
reduced $4 in price

Washable flat crepe in a full range of
new light and dark shades. A quality
that has sold previously for much more.
A 39 inch wide all silk crepe.

You’re thinking of a new Fall coat and some dresses? You’re planning
to redecorate your home this Fall? You’re inventorying your hus
band’s shirts and mapping out the winter things the children need? By
attending this store-wide sale they wqn’t cost near as much as you ex
pected. This is our invitation to join us in the greatest money sav
ing event in years-and the most important merchandising event of the

New Fall styles in chinchilla coats; fancy
tweed coats; Tallie Ho coats and Camellaine coats. Ages 2 to 14 years. In a wide
variety of Fall styles and colors.

CERTO SAFE SLUMBER SUITS
SPECIAL AT 85c

Fall and Winter season in Maine.

247 physicians certify to '.he health fea
tures of this garment. Made with feet and
drop seat. Ages 1 to 10 years.

We’ve planned for months. Everything is ready. Five spacious and in
viting floors—filled with new, bright, desirable Fall and Winter mer
chandise reflecting the styles of the moment for every member of the
family-and for the home. All at sale prices that are the lowest in recent
years for merchandise of substantial quality.

GIRLS’ $1.98 WASH DRESSES
SPECIAL AT $1.65 EACH
Ages 2 to 14 years in new broadcloth and
print dresses in smart stripes or floral
designs. Many touched with hand em
broidery.. $2.98 wash dresses at $2.45.

$2.98 SWEATERS AT $2.45
•» $1.98 SKIRTS AT $1.65
Sweaters in coat or slip-on styles in plain
colors or fancy effects. Skirts on bodice
or tuck-in styles. Navy, red, green, brown,
Ages 4 to 14 years.

You must visit the store to realize the full scope of the
sale. We’ve room on this page to quote hut a few
examples of the really remarkable savings it affords.

GIRLS’ $5 WOOL DRESSES
SPECIAL AT $4.35 EACH

$1.69 ALL SILK CANTON
CREPE AT $1.35 YARD
An outstanding silk for Fall frocks. In
black and all the new Fall shades. 39 in.
wide. $1.95 canton crepe at $1.65 yd.

CHENEY’S $3.95 ALL SILK
CHIFFON VELVET $3.55 YD.
A velvet that has until recently sold lor
much more. In black and new shades.
Cheney's $4.95 transparent velvet $1.35.

$2.95 LIGHT WEIGHT
DRESS TWEEDS AT $2.58 YD
Smart dress tweeds in a splendid assort
ment of new colorings and mixtures. 5-4
inches wide. Our $3.50 all wool dress
tweeds, special at $2.95 a yard.

$1.95 ALL WOOL JERSEY
SPECIAL AT $1.65 YARD
Lightweight all wool jersey in a full range
of new shades. 54 inches wide. $1.95 dress
flannels in new Fall shades at $1.58 yard.
54 inches wide.

89c PRINTED RAYON CREPES
AT 68c YARD
A splendid range of new Fall colorings in
these smart printed rayon crepes. Also
the 59c grade at 48c and the $1.39 quali
ty special at 98c yard.

Attractive new styles in jersey dresses,
wool dresses, tweed dresses or challie
dresses. In navy, tan or green. Ages 7 to
14 yrs.

$15 FALL KNITTED SUITS
SPECIAL AT $12.50

WOMEN’S NEW 86.00 FALL
SHOES AT 81.85 PAIR

Open stock dinnerware

New, smart

Our $25 knitted suits at $20.00
Of fine zephyr yarns in tweed effects or
plain colors. Three piece styles with
tuck in skirt and cardigan.

30 styles
and ties.
and two
calf. 650

coats and dresses

S 19.50 FUR TRIMMED LEA.
SPORT COATS, SI 1.75

OCR REGULAR 82.95
HAND BAGS SPECIAL $1.85

IFe carry the most complete storks of open stock dinnerware
in Northern New England. And wc have priced six of our
most popular patterns at savings of 20% for the sale.

Made of soft, pliable leather with warm
beaverette fur collar, 2 pockets and belt.
Lined with warm plaid wool flannel.
Misses' sizes. Brown.

You don't often find bag* like these (or
$1.85. Leather, tapestry, silk or velvet
in back strap, flat purse, lop handle and
other styles in new Fall colors.

S1.95 CELANESE. RAYON OR
SILK SLIPS AT $1.65

OUR REGULAR $5.00
HAND BAGS SPECIAL $3

Fairfield pattern
Colonial Pink design
Olivia No. 249 pattern
Queen’s Rose pattern
Sweet Briar pattern
Lombard pattern

Practically our entire stocks; comprising hundrr ’ of new coats and dresses in the styles of
tl.
-lent—at sale prices that afford value of
tin <• st unusual kind.
Sizes 11 to 19 for junior misses; sizes 12 to 20 for
* misses; 36 to 46 for women; 14% to 36% for small
women; 46% to 56% for larger women.

IN OUR DRESS DEPARTMENT

ill our $15 dresses at $12.50
ill our $25 dresses at $20.00
ill $59.50 dresses at $32.50
Satin dresses; canton crepe dresses; crepe de chine dresses;
lightweight wools in wool crepe, jersey; tweed; wool pique.
Daytime, sports, afternoon and evening dressFs.

IN OUR INEXPENSIVE DRESS DEPARTMENT

—all our $10 dresses at $7.95
—all our $6 dresses at $4.95
Dresses that are unusual values in style, quality and work
manship even at their regular prices. Silk crepes, wool crepes,
satins, tweeds, wools, prints, plain jerseys and fancy jerseys.

IN OUR COAT DEPARTMENT
»// our $25
ill our $35
ill our $45
ill our $58
—all our $75
ill our $95

coats
coats
coats
coats
coats
coats

at
at
at
at
at
at

$20.00
$28.50
$38.50
$48.50
$65.00
$85.00

Including dressy coats in new suede-like and broadcloth fab
tics with luxurious collars and cuffs of quality furs. Travel
coats in attractive tweeds, camel’s hair, polo arid mixtures.
In a complete range of new Fall colors and styles.

IN OUR FUR DEPARTMENT
—$175 and $195 fur coats, $150
—our $250 fur coats at $200
—our $350 fur coals at $300
Included are Caracul. Civet Cat, Mendoza Beaver, American
Broadtail. Natural Muskrat, Silver Muskrat, Bay Seal, Rac' coon, Hudson Seal, Leopard Cat according to price.

In silhouette, princess or
styles, some with flared or
Finished with bound or
scallops. In dark or pastel

wrap around
hem bottom.
embroidered
shades.

in Opera Pumps, strap pumps
In black brown, blue, green
tones. Patent leathers, kid or
pairs special at $1.85.

A saving of $2 on these exceptional hand
bags in fine leathers or fabrics and in a
splendid range of new Fall colors and
styles. Our $7.50 bags at $5 each.

$1.98 SILK PANTIES AND
STEP-INS AT $1.65

OUR REGULAR $2 FALL
JEWELRY SPECIAL AT $1.00

All silk crepe de chine panties or step
ins, tailored and lace trimmed. In flesh,
tea rose, peach, white or nile.

Crystal and opal necklets and
long
chains: Crystal rondel triple strand
chokers, real cameo pendants and chains.
Crystal and pearl Omar necklaces, all
at $1 each,

$1 RAYON UNDERWEAR OR
HAND MADE GOWNS, 83c

$1 VALUES IN IMPORTED
JEWELRY, 3 for $1

Our “Cutto-fit" rayon bloomers, panties
or* stepins—all reinforced and in light
or dark shades. Also hand made Porto
Rico or Philippine gowns with hand
drawn work and embroidery. 79c rayon
vests at 65c.

Imputed novelty earrings, bracelets,
necklets, chokers and pendants at 39c
each or three for $1. In a wide range ot
new styles and in Fall colors.

1000 MEN’S BROADCLOTH
SHIRTS AT SI.19

UNBLEACHED BEDSPREADS
TO EMBROIDER, $1.00

or three for $3.50. Collar attached Myle
in white, blue, tan or green. Neckband
style in white. Made of fine count broad
cloth and nicely tailored. Sizes 13 to 1«.

Also scarf
the set for
ket design
terials for

and vanity set included in
tl. In a most attractive bas
that's easy to complete. Ma
working the set $1.00.

2400 PRS MEN’S FANCY
HOSE AT 50c PAIR

OUR $1.00 CHAMOISETTE
GLOVES AT 78c PAIR

Regular 75c and $1 values in fancy wool
hose of a well known brand and also m
ien*s fancy silk hose. z\ widrt variety
of Fall patterns. Sizes 10 to 12.

Plain or fancy slip-ons or novelty cufl
styles in dpublrtex. Gloves with every
particle of style you expect in a good
glove. In a wide range of colors.

WOMEN'S $1.75 SILK HOSE
SPECIAL AT SI.28 PAIR

OUR $2.95 KID, CAPE OR
LAMBSKIN GLOVES $2.48

Service weight
fashioned and
curved French
toe and extra
colors.

Io narrow lisle welt.
clear in texture.
heels, reinforced sole
block splicing. In

I :j’l
lias
and
Fail

WOMEN’S 81.35 SILK HOSE
SPECIAL AT 95c PR
Medium light service weight, puie silk
top to toe. Fine gauge and made with
curved French heels and toe guards, ln
smart Fall shades.

Novelty ruff or slip-oil styles in washa
ble cape and in fine kid or lamb, ln
new Fell colors. Also heavy fleeee lined
capeskin gloves for driving at $2.48 pr.

OUR $2 NEW LACE NECK
WEAR AT $1,48 EA
Our complete new line at $1.48 including
Sweet heart sets, V necks, Peter I’an
sets, jabot ties or panels. Also our $1
crepe or lace neckwear at 85c each.

CHILDREN’S 50c STOCKINGS
SPECIAL AT 38c PAIR

$2.95 CREPE BLOUSETTES
AT $2,48 EACH

Full length 50% wool hose, 7-1 ribbed ot
splendid quality. Also boys’ golf hose in
jacquard rotton in several color combi
nations. Sizes 8 to 11.

Satin crepe or crepe de chine blousettes
in white, eggshell, flesh or tan. Sizes
36 tp 44. Also heavy crepe triangle
scarfs in cut out designs at $2.48 ea.

at savings of 1-5

$33.12
$31.20
$36.92
$77.84
$33.32
$47.04

reg
reg
reg
reg
reg
reg

$66.40
$39.00
$46.13
$97.30
$69.15
$58.80

Prices quoted are for 100 pieces. Fewer pieces
at proportionate prices. All open stock.

—and hundreds of other exceptional values in kitchen
furnishings; pettier and household needs.

FOR THE HOME
Exceptional values in new, distinctive furnish
ings for windows, walls and floors. The few
items we've space Io mention will give you an
idea of the many opportunities the sale affords
9x12 ft seamless Wiltons, reg 8125 at $105;
reg $100 al $85; reg $79 at $68; reg $69 at 55
9x12 ft seamless Axminsters, reg 855 at $19;
reg $47.50 at $41.50; reg $39 al $34.
$1 printed linoleums 85c sq yd; inlaid reg 83
at $2.48; reg $2 at $1.58; reg $1.50 at $1.28
$2 net curtains at $1.58; $2.50 and $3 curtains
$1.95; $5 curtains $3.95; $7.50 curtains $5.95
$1.25 ruffled curtains 95c; S3 curtains at
$1.95; $1.95 ruffled curtains al 81.35 pair.
$1.95 rayon drapery damasks at $1.38 a yard
$3.95 Io $5 drapery damasks at 82.95 a yard
29c to 39c cretonnes in new designs 25c yard
39c and 50c lustra cretonnes special at 29c
75c and 85c cretonnes and chintzes at 59c yd
$3.50 plaid blankets, 66x80 in, $2.95 pair
$4.50 plaid blankets, 74x84 in, $3.95 pair
$7.50 plaid blankets, 70x80 in, $5.95 pair
$10 all wool plaid blankets at $8.95 pair
$2.95 fancy single blankets at $2.50 each
$5.95 all wool single blankets al $4.95 each
$9.75 all wool single blankets at $7.95 each
$3.50 rayon bedspreads, 80x105 in al 82.50 ea
$2.50 colored rollon spreads, special $1.50 ea.
$5.00 jacquard cotton bedspreads at $2.95. ea
$10 damask and rayon bed spreads at $7.95 ea
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Miss Dorothy Richards spent last
week in Dexter, the guest of her
grandmother.
Ralph H. Pease of Cushing who a
few months ago purchased of Frank
Turner the Austin Ferrand farm on
the corner of Gleason and Roxbury
streets has moved his family to their
new home, spending their flrst
night there Tuesday. Mr. Pease is
a business farmer and poultryman.
He has brought with him six cows,
two horses and 380 poultry. Mr. and
Mrs. Pease with their three sons are
a welcome addition to the town and
will have the best wishes of all for
their success.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther A. Clark and
son Aaron, Oscar Gould and Mrs.
Gilbert Beattie motored to the Forks
Sunday where they had dinner and
supper. They visited Lakes Parlin
and Moxie.
Leonard Stetson is having his
house shingled.
Edward Stimpson of Port Clyde
was in town Tuesday.
Henrietta Porter of Westport,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Mary
Waldo.
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton,
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot and Miss Mary
McPhail motored to Canada this
week.
Alden Allen and family of Milli
nocket were Sunday guests of his
mother, Mrs. Hattie Allen. Mrs.
Allen 'accompanied them upon their
return home.
The last meeting of the Garden
Club will be held Saturday afternoon
at 3 o'clock with Mrs. James E.
Creighton, Main street.
The members of General Knox
Chapter, D.A.R., 26 in number ac
cepted the invitation of Miss Jane
Tucker of Wiscasset to hold the flrst
meeting of the season with her.
Miss Tucker's Wiscasset home is a
large structure containing 26 rooms
of ancient design and finish, fur
nished with antiques. The decora
tions were of cut flowers. A dinner
of old-time foods was served in
dishes of a long ago pattern. The
business meeting followed presided
over by the Regent, Mrs. Mary Over-

Abraham Bryant. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
lock, of Rockland. Miss Hortense
THANKS TO SARGON
CAMDEN
Torrey sons Ralph and Virgil, Mr.
Wilson gave an account of the field
and Mrs. Jack Raynes, Mr. and Mrs.
day of the D.A.R., held in Bruns Arthur Du Pont Gives Credit
Mrs. Ralph Coliins left this week Marston Beverage Mrs. Charles Til
wick in the summer. The members
for New York City to join her hus den, Mrs. Charlotte Ames, Mrs.
of the chapter who attended were
For Health To the Famous band for Daytona Beach, where they
Horqpe Leadbetter and children Gil
Mrs. Mary Overlock, Mrs. Nan B.
will spend the winter. Mrs. Collins bert and Ruth. Mrs. Cucinotta
Remedy
Higgs, Emily W. Stevens of Rock
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. cooked a tasty dish of macaroni,
land, Mesdames Kate F. Linnell, “For about a year my appetite ivas ! W. S. Dyer.
Italian style, which everyone appre
Effie J. Seavey. Lois A. Creighton, poor and stomach trouble, constiFrederick Jagels of Portland is
Eda O. Copeland. Maria R. Copeland, pation and billiousness had me weak visiting his mothej, Mrs. Frederick ciated. In the afternoon there was
music and readings, one by Jessie
Cora Currier, Ella W. Dunn, Eliza- and rundown. But I can thank Jagels, Elm street.
Beverage especially enjoyed.
beth P. Dunn, Lavinia G. Elliot,
Mrs. Blanche Cram of Boston is
George E. Allen and son Hervey
Lilia B. Elliot, Louise B. Hewett,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. S. N. are in Boston on a business trip.
Abbie S. Montgomery, Iada M. NewButler.
Mrs. Ralph Beverage is conval
combe. Georgiana S. Robinson,
Thomas Moore, supervisor of the escing from a recent operation at the
Josephine P. Walker, Julia V. Watts,
New England Telephone Company, Knox Hospital in Rocklamd.
Annie D. Willey, Clara M. Williams.
has returned from a short visit with
Charlotte C. Gray, Misses Hortense
his family in Worcester. Mass.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
B. Wilson, Hattie M. Dunn, Anna
Percy Barrows has returned from
Dillingham, Edith A. Lenfest of
Mrs. Florence Vannah of Rock
a short stay in Bangor.
Thomaston.
At the regular meeting of Key land and Somerville. Mass., visited
Mrs. Rodney Feyler who has spent
stone Chapter. R.A.M.. held last eve at the home of Mrs. Flora Cook a
two weeks with her husband in New
ning, there was work in the Master few days last week.
Bedford is at home again.
Mrs. Gertie Burns of Glencove
Mason degree.
Mrs. E. K. Winchennacn and Mrs.
visited her con A. L. Bums last
Mrs.
Howard
Anderson
entertained
Leila Smalley motored to Waldo
*
the ladies of the Methodist society week.
boro Wednesday to join the Mission
Miss Isabelle Ellison returned to
yesterday
afternoon
at
her
home
on
Circle there in a picnic at the home
Boston last week afte^ spending the
Harding avenue.
of Mrs. Mark Hutchinson in South
rummer at her home at Wadsworth
Friends
of
I.
L.
Merrill,
a
member
Jefferson.
Point.
of
the
Camden
summer
colony
who
Joseph Bowker oi Portland arrived
Miss Beatrice Havener had the
has
been
spending
the
past
season
at
Monday to join Mrs. Bowker who has
misfortune last Thursday night to
Lake
Saranac.
N.
Y„
on
account
of
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Eva
his health, will be pleased to learn burn one of her hands very bqdly.
Marsh. Mr. and Mrs. Bowker re
he is convalescing. With Mrs. Mer She is attended by Dr. Hahn of the
turn to Portland today.
rill he is leaving New York this week village.
The first meeting of the Men's
for Daytona Beach, where they will Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Redonnett of
Community Brotherhood will be held
Damariscotta, anti Mr. and Mrs.
spend
the winter.
next Tuesday evening in the Con
Capt. J. Arthur Wagner and Ora Stanley Simmons of South Waldo
gregational vestry with supper at 6
R. Brown are guests of Capt. Wag boro were callers Sunday at A. A.
o'clock, i Capt. Wincapaw will ad
ner's parents in Digby, N. S. While Orne's.
dress the meeting on Aviation.
Mrs. Winfield Brackett is suffici-' Sargon for my splendid health now. away they will enjoy a hunting trip. The rural delivery from Warren by
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dalzell are the way of Cushing has been extend
ently recovered from an attack of It ended every last one of my ailrelatives in Charlottetown. ed as far as Riley Bradford's on the
tonsilitis to be able to leave her nrents. I feel 20 years younger and visiting
Friendship road and is much appre
I gained 6 pounds in weight on 2 P. E. I.
room.
The many friends of Carl Hop ciated by the new families.
Col. Buker arrived home Wednes bottles.
day from Boston where he had been "Sargon Pills rid me of toxic kins of Portland, formerly of Cam A. G. Jameson and R. A. Doe were
Boothbay Sunday.
to attend the meeting of the Ameri poisons and constipation as easy and den, will be pleased to learn he has in Miss
Clarice Jameson of the vil
naturally as nature itself.’—Arthur been promoted to the position of
can Legion.
lage
is
stopping
at her grandfather's.
manager
of
the
telephone
exchange
DuPont,
R.F.D.
No.
2,
Manchester,
I
Mrs. Ruth Perry who has been
R. U. Bradford, while her parents
at Montpelier. Vt.
making a brief visit in town, is re N. H.
Sargon may be obtained in Rock- : The regular meeting of the Me- are in Massachusetts.
turning home today.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bradford
Kenneth Roberts of Kennebeunk- land at The Comer Drug Store, Inc. gunticook Grange was held last eve and
children of Hallowell, were at
121-lt ning. Refreshments were served.
port has been at the Knox Hotel a —adv.
The Twilight Twelve of Camden W. A. Bradford's Sunday.
few days.
Rain is needed badly in this place,
enjoyed a picnic dinner at the farm
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbert, Mr.
of Mrs. Addie Lassell in Lincolnville everyone reports their wells are very
and Mrs. Walter Bucklin and two
Sunday. Those present were Mr. and low.
sons, Mrs. Elizabeth Webb and son
Mrs. Guy Cucinotta, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall of
Richard were Sunday guests at a
chicken dinner at the home of Mrs. A famous British PhysicSn—a
Mae Williams. After dinner they
in Obesity—gives these as
motored to Waldoboro and called Specialist
the normal weights for men over 50.
upon Mrs. Nellie Reed.
149 Pounds
Col. Frank R. Blunt of Cuba has 15 Ft. 5 Inches
153 “
been visiting his sisters, the Misses 5 Ft. 6 "
157 “
5 Ft. 7 “
Blunt.
162 ••
r
A delegation of Pythian SisterS 5 Ft. 8 “
157
went to Belfast Wednesday evening 5 Ft. 9 “
172
“
to witness the inspection of the 5 Ft. 10
178
11
“
5
Ft.
Temple in that city.
SPECIALS for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
184
0
“
6
Ft.
Mrs. Ruth (Lermond) Perry of
191
1
“
6
Ft.
FREE DELIVERY
Portland arrived in town Wednes
198
2 “
day and returned to Portland Thurs 6 Ft.
Weights include ordinary indoor
day afternoon.
Native Chickens, pound ................................................... 34
—Get on the scales and see
The Beta Alpha Club has chosen : clothing
if
you
are
overweight
and
how
much.
Smoked
Shoulders, pound ...............................................19
two committees for the ensuing The modern way to take off fat is
term: Committee on work—Mrs. Ann known as the Kruschen Method—
Ham, whole or half; pound ...i......................................... 25
Day, Mrs. Lena Delano, Miss Edna and is well worth a four weeks’ trial.
Corned Beef (no bene); pound................................... 20
Hilt. Committee on the sick—Mrs. Cut out pies, cakes, pastry and ice
Grace Andrews, Mrs. Dora Kalloch, cream for 4 weeks, go light on pota
Hamburg Steal: (lean fresh ground); pound .19
Mrs. Leona Starrett.
toes,
butter,
cheese,
cream
and
sugar
Top Round Steak, pound ................................................. 35
Eighteen members of Mayflower —eat moderately of lean meat, chickRump Steak, pound ..................................................... .50
Temple
met
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
_
i . TLermondj Tuesday
j
______
salads,one
green
Bowdom
eveningen,
, frufish,
.t_uke
.haI{vegetables
t
onandof,
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound................................... 20
with supper at 6 o clock, followed by Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot
Fresh Sliced Liver, pound.......................................... ’ .20
a social evening.
water every morning before breakfast
George Dillingham who spent the _don-t m?. a morning
Sliced Bacon, pound........................................................... 29
summer in town is in Portland for An 85 cent bottle of Kruschen lasts
I the winter.
4 weeks—Get it at David L. McCarty's
• ' LAMB
I Mrs. J. C. Garland of Jamaica or any drugstore in the world.
LAMB
i Plain is the guest of her daughter.
Legs,
lb..28. Fores, lb. .15. Chops, lb. .35, .40
[ Mrs. O. F. Cushing.
Eustis, Jr., who left Knox Hospital
Stew, pound ..................... 15 ; 2 pounds ....... ............. 25
Miss Jeanette McGrail arrived ! a few days ago and will remain in
today to visit her aunt, Mrs. George town for a short time.
! Hanly.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Keene who
VEAL
VEAL
Mrs. Blanchard Orne has for guests \ have been spending the summer here
I her daughter. Mrs. Arthur G. Eustis left Thursday for their home in
Steak, lb. .45. Chops, lb. .30. Roast, lb. .20, .25
1 and her grandson. Arthur Galen Hyde Park.
Stew, two pounds for........
............. 25

Tells Men Over 50 What
They Should Weigh

Frank

G„

Haskell

GROCERY

What you expect
you get with
Anheuser-Busch

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup,
LIGHT OR DARK
RICH IN BODY
NOT BITTER

Any Letters .. .

Sugar, 10 pounds .....................................
Brown Sugar, 10 pounds ....................
Confectioner’s, Sugar, 4 pounds.......
10 Pound Bags Salt.................................
7 Eoxes Table Salt...................................
3 Pound Box Soda Crackers...............
2 Pound Box Graham Crackers.......
Melba Toast, package............................
Heinz Eeans, large size can.................
Heinz Ketchup, large bottles; 2 for
2 Large Cans Spinach............................

and say how I found out Gold

Medal Flour Can’t Be Beaten9’
writes this West Virginia housewife

“I’m a constant user of Cold
Medal‘Kitchen-tested’ Flour and
I can truthfully say it can’t be
beaten! Wherever I go I praise
your flour. 1 have taught many
of my friends hovz to bake and at
my recommendation, they, too,
are using Gold Medal—the flour
with the real name.

and say how I found out Gold
Medal Flour can’t be beaten.”
Mrs. Wilda Millick,
42 Twenty-Sixth St., Wheeling, W.Va.

A Nen-type Flour that Banishes

i,-------.——
-l-~z00u

Mrs. Wilda Millick
for baking success in advance!

"Good Luck” and "Bad Luck”

15 All-Star "Kitchen-tested”

from Baking—Gives Sure

Recipes Given FREE Inside

Results Every Time

Every Sack

“I’ll be glad to answer any letters

PHONE 1270

Lean Pork Ends, pound
Pork for roasting, pound
Creamery Butter, 1 pound roll
Pure Lard, 2 pounds........... .........
Heavy Salt Pork, pound .............
All Round Flour, bag ..................

"I’ll Be Glad to Answer

: —

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 9, 1930

Page Six

ODAY more women are 12 of America’s most famous
using Gold Medal “ Kitchen- Cooking Authorities have joined
tested” Flour than any other brand.with Betty Crocker in preparing a
Chiefly because they find this all new set of unusual recipes. You
purpose flour always gives uni find 15 of these interesting new
form good results, whenever and "Kitchen-tested” recipes inside
every sack of Gold Medal
however they use it.
"Kitchen-tested" Flour. And new
It will bring this same success in
ones appear every 3 months.
your baking. Because all Gold
You’ll enjoy making these new
Medal Flour is "Kitchen-tested”
baking creations—every one has
before it comes to you. Breads,
been simplified and "Kitchencakes, biscuits, pastries are baked
tested” for perfection. So ask for
from every batch—in a home oven
Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested”
just like your own.
»
Flour today and get the full set of
And only the flour that success recipes free.
ion
fully passes this" Kitchen-test” is
Company
allowed to go out to you. You get Washburn Crosby
Of
only the flour that has been tested General Mills, Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn.

T

Listen in to Bettv Crocker, 9.30 A. M. Wednesdays and Fridays—N. B. C. Stations WEEI, WTAG,

WJAR

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
“Kite hen-tested”
Every Wednesday Night at 9 Gold Medal Fast Freight—Coast-to-G’oast—Columbia

Stations— WNAC,

Bread, 3 loaves ...........................................................
Yellow Bantam Corn, 2 cans..............................
Pumpkin or Squash, 2 large cans......................
String Beans, 2 cans........................................ ,......
Pears, large cans (fancy); each........................
Howard’s Sandwich Spread, 2 large jars.....
6 Ounce Bottles Plain Olives, 2 for...................
7 Ounce Bottles Mixed Pickles, 2 for..............

10 Rolls Toilet Paper..............................................
Super Suds, 3 packages.......................................... .
Palm Olive Soap, 4 cakes.....................................
Selox, 5 small packages........................... ..............
Fresh Ground Coffee, lb................. 29; 4 lbs. ..
Formosa Oolong Tea, lb.................... 29; 4 lbs.
Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon............ .....................
Light Colored Molasses, gallon..........................
Onions, 8 pounds ................ /.................................
Sweet Potatoes, 6 pounds...................................
Beets and Carrots, 4 bunches..............................
Potatoes, peck..............................>...........................
Turnips, 10 pounds.................................................
Baking Soda, 5 packages ...................................
Nutmeg, Pepper, Allspice, T aprika,
pkgc.

Four 10c Bags Salt.............................................
Pretzels, pound ....................................................
Maccaioan Wafers, pound ............................
Tamarinds, pound................ 10; 3 pc-nds
One Pound Box Chocolates, each...............
Dill Pickles, 2 pounds.......................................
Hard Candy, 3 pounds.....................................
Hubbard Squash, pound..................................
5Q pounds...................75; 100 pounds ..

WEAN

No. 1142. Reserve District No. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Fishin’ Time

—OF TyE—

GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, a| the close of business Sept. 24, 1930
RESOURCES

taMeWMH

and
Overdrafts ............................................................... .....................................................
United States Government securities owned .................. ..........................
•ther bonds, stocks, and securities owned, ...............................................
Banking house. $9600. Furniture and fixtures. $9400 ...........................
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ........ ; ...i....................................................
Cash and due from banks ............................... ...»..................................................
Outside checks and other cash Items............. ■■..................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treas
urer ................................................................. . ................ v....................................

$231,958
151
111,000
620.086
19.000
33.594
39,144
2.457

34
59
00
82
00
28
35
28

2,750 00

$1,060,142 66

Total

LIABIL ITIES
Capital stock paid ln .................................... ,...........
Surplus ................................................................ .'..........
Undivided profits—net ...................................... 1Tr...
Circulating notes outstanding-..........................
Demand deposits ............................................ . ..:X-...
Time deposits .......................................................

$55,000
15.000
18.319
55 000
114,208
802.614

Total .............................................................. j.......................................................

03
00
72
00
31
63

$1,060,142 66

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss.
I. L. S. Levensaler, Cashier of the abo \c-named
_____ bank,
_ do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
L. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th day of October, 1930.
|Seal|
J. WALTER STROUT, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
R. O. ELLIOT
LEVI SEAVEY
HENRY E. MCDONALD
Directors

In Everybody
’s Column
J
*

ia»»i nafctf •>'» apWMMW**

OLIDAY time is the klda’ time
especially when the old flshin’
hole has a couple of big ones
hiding. If you don't believe it
take a look at the smile on the
face of this youngster as he shows
the trophy he yanked out of the
waters in Algonquin Park, North
ern Ontario, where the real fish
grow.—Photograph Canadian Ra
tional Railways.

H

Lost and Found

LOST—Sunday
night
near
cemetery, Waldoboro, pocket-book containing
1 money, receipted bills, pins.
Reward,
’ MRS. MAUDE ARMSTRONG, Thomas» ton.
121-lt
I
LOST—Black and white bull dog with
black over, one eye; black collar. Re
ward. TEI,. 532.__________________ 120-122
Wanted
~ ,
LOST—Saturday
between
Limerock
in WANTED- Girl for general house 1 St. »!’d,st ««>rKp' red leatherboard case
work. Apply WINDSOR HOTltt.. Myr^

South Hope were visitors Sunday at
R. J. Marshall's.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Grafton and
Mrs. Fannie Copeland and daughter
Ruth spent Tuesday with relatives in
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Hussey
spent last week with relatives at
Port Clyde.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne went to
Portland Tuesday where they will
visit at the home of Fred Sargent
for a few days.
Mrs. W. A. Bradford spent Tues
day with friends at the village.

Advertlsements ln this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional llnaa 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.
____________

izi-iz? r„„„ j.

st.

120,tf

WANTED- Immediately, girl lor gen-teral house work. Apply 28A Warren St 1 • LOST Bar phi with coral rose In
nr Tei 171-w
121-123 Center, either at Perrys Market, on Main
or lei. 1(1 w.
i —fl-St. or at Park Theatre. Reward. TEL.
WANTED—Girl or young woman to , 2J3-W.
119*121
handle sales novelty—big money fot
.w.e.euvee .«
.... -.
FOUND—Small sum ol money. Call at
smart personality. _References
required
Can "at crockland“photo studio. 7hi® office. Can havc salue
439 Main St.. Rockland.
121-123 j ln8 tor this ad._____________
121-lt
WANTED—Housekeeper.
MRS HAR
RIETTE CARVER. Owl's Head. Tel.
385-22._____________________________ 120-122
WANTED—Position as housekeeper ln
or near Rockland by young woman with
small child. Write or call G. M.. care
Tel
Farrand’s, West Meadow road.
179-R.
120*122
WANTED—Collie or fox terrier Pup.
JACK PERIE, South Cushing, Me.
120*122
WANTED—Employment as domestic,
by young girl or to supply by day or
hour. TEL. 695-J.
120*122

per

.

To Let
TO LET—Comfortably heated room
with bath at 10 RANKIN ST.
121-123
■ ———-- ———— '——■ ——— -——
TO LET—Two nice stores with good
Cellars at 15 and 19 Tillson Ave.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave.
3ftl. 4. Rockland.
121-123
TQ LET—Good clean dry storage for
furniture
and
stoves.
Inquire
J. H.
nit
MELVIN. 21 Gay St.
121*123
TO LET—Modern house in Thomaston.
Apply MRS. EVELYN PEASLEE. Tel.
121-123
-------- - Rockland
a#9-W,
•-------------------------TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
ll^ht housekeeping. Inquire 34 FULTON
ST. Tel. 733-M.
121*123
TO LET—Garage at 25 MASONIC ST.
120-122
TO LET—Furnished three room apart
ment. modern conveniences.
Apply 6
WILLOW ST.
120*122
■■ TO LET—Five room apartment with
bath, all modern. Apply LUCIUS JONES.
20 Camden St. Tel. 639-J.
120-122
TO LET--Down-stairs rent, furnish© 1
or unfurnished. All conveniences. Rent
' reasonable. A. W. HUTCHINSON. 415
Old County Rd..
120*122

respectable male family, good home preferred to high wages, or care of an lnvalid, have boy 9. best references for
both of us. Call or write to MRS. SUSIE
E. BROWN. 259 Talbot Ave., city. 120*122
WANTED—Middle aged woman for
housework for man, light work, small
For Sale
pay, but good home. Call at 26 LINDEN
120*122
FOR SALE-Fifty R. I. R. pullets, lay ST., after 5 p. m.
ing. Waterman strain; also work horse.
WANTED—By collector sliver mugs,
6 years old. JOHN McKENZIE. SDruce spoons, tumblers and dishes. 100 years
Head._________________________ 121-123
old or over. Highest prices paid. BOX
120*131
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-Carl- 431, Rockland.
son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios.
WANTED—Experienced man, 23. wants
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave. chance on small poultry farm in Maine
SHAPIRO BRO3.. Rockland.
121-tf or New Hampshire.
Could milk two
FOR SALE—1915 Hudson touring car. or three cows. Willing to work for small
if given good home and kind
good running order Price $50 cash. E. wages
treatment Write E w A Rnv fl A«h
LitT Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
□ PERKINS. Riverside St.. Warren. Me. Point
8”
fiftiM >(MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
121-123 polnt
12°-122 ’ Tel, 874-W.__________________________ 120-tf
WANTED—By young man. high school
FOR SALE— R. I. Red pullets. W. A.
TO LET—Cozy rooms for light house
PAUL. Rockport.
________
121*123 graduate, employment of anv kind. Ad keeping at 122 Camden St. MRS. FRED
dress C. D., 189 Limerock St., city.
KENNEY.
120-122
FOR SALE- Rich b’ack loam, also cow
119*121
dressing
W. W. BUTLER. Rockland.
TO LET—Because I am hard to find
WANTED—Work on farm by voung my
Tel. 603-M.
120*122
two best furnished apartments are
man. experienced
Write CHESTER P. lamented. I want to rent them. If you
FOR SALE—One double geared winch, CAMPBELL. Gen. Del., Rockland.
are Interested call The Little Flower
will lift .ten ton. could be used to haul
119*121 Shop, 318-W and make an appointment.
□ut boats, and one ten horse power
WANTED—Experienced
stitchers
at MRS. FROST.______________________ 120-tf
hoisting engine in good condition. E.
MODERN
PANTS
CO.
118-tf
H PHILBRICK. Tel. 398-3 Camden.
TO LET—Fine space for storage. V. F.
120*123
WANTED—To loan money on auto, £TUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
120-tf
FOR SALE—Rabbits. 3 Chinchilla does; household furniture, diamonds, etc. In ’____
buck. 4 months, old: pair New Zealand terest 3 per cent per month on unpaid
TO LET—A house on Purchase St.. 5
KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 rooms,
reds (doe bred): Flemish Giants (Sthals balances.
modern. Call at 41 FULTON ST.
118-tf
bred). MRS. FLORENCE R. COWING School St., opp. Postofflce.
Tel. 213-R.____________________ 120-tf
Jefferson. Me. Eox 73.
120-122
TO LET—Furnished apartment. 1 room
FOR SALE—Crawford wood-burning
and kitchenette. $6 week. V. F. STUDMiscellaneous
stove in good condition. TEL. 538-M
; I^EY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
120-tf
120*122
ORDER YOUR
BANKING BRUSH
TO LET—Ga/age. $5 month.
V F.
FOR
SALE—Oakland Rival
pfcrlor early. Good large loads for your money. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
120-tf
I stove, good condition: also baby carriage Call L. B. SMITH. Rockland 598-M.
and stroller. Inquire 49 BREWSTER ST.
121*132TO LET—New 6 room house, furnished,
unfurnished, hot and cold water,
120-122
MAYHEWS CIDER MILL at 561 Old electric lights, bath and shower, cement
FOR SALE-Poodle dogs. MRS. J. W Ortn«y In??nSnlrbrt»vea2?
IJak®^i<lcr t cehar. ee? tubs. sunny\locatlon
H. H.
120*122 Oct. 6. ^Grinding days Mondays, Thure- STOVER, ill Limerock si. Tel. 1201.
[ THOMPSON. 28 Winter St.
days
and
Saturdays..
119*121
120-122
WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember that you
DR JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be at
can buy co"’es of The ( <»iirler-(iazette with
TO. LET—Sunny, well heated double
the home n v.
at the Old South News Agency, the home of R A. Greene,. 38 Beech St., room.
Board If desired. CALL 105-3
Washlngtot: . . next O1<1 South Church
every Tuesday for readings and treat Thomaston.
120*122
FOR SALE----- R. I. Red Duuets, ready ment by appointment. TEL. 1188-X
120-tft ’ TO BET—Large front room on flrst
I to lay. Extra good stock, free from dis ________
floor well heated. Board If desired; rea
ease. EDGAR MOODY. Tel. 94 Union.
PARTS FOR ALL MAKES OF RANGES sonable price. CALL 105-3 Thomaston.
-_____________________________ 120-122 and furnaces may be obtained at STON
3
120*122
INGTON
FURNITURE CO . 313-319 Main
FOR SALE-Furniture, stoves and
TO LET—Furnished room. Inquire at
117-129
j automobile, also rabbltg hound. H. P. St.. Rockland. Tel. 980.
€0 WILLOW ST or Tel. 1089-Y.
120*125
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2nd
GARDNER. New County road, Rockland.
KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16
TO LET—Three-room furnished apart
_________ 120*122 mortgages.
School St. Opp, postofflce.
118-tf ment, first floor, with basement, lights,
FOR SALE Lady’s silk plush satin
water. THOMPSON'S. 16 Willow St.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file vour saws
I lined, large coat. Worn only few times.
119*121
I Price low Write for particulars. CAPT. and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- .____
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
ng.tf
TO LET—Tenement, 6 rooms, all mod
I ALMON W. RICHARDS. Rockport, Me.
ern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend drug
119-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods store.
lij.tf
24 Elm_____
St.
FOR 8ALE—48 R. I. Red pullets, start- at the Rockland Hair Store.
_____ ________
________________ , . .
Mall
—
»
—
—
—
-------ed laving; 3 pair steers and heifer. Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
To LET—Upstairs apartment of 5
"
Tel. 519-J.
_____
iis-tf' f°<>ms. furnished, toilet and lights/good
I AUSTIN A. TOWLE, Appleton. Me.
-___________________________ 119*121
FARMS, COUNTRY Homes, cottages ^rbor view. Call at 84 CRESCENT ST.
119-121
FOR SALE—Chevrolet ton truck, new and estates, up-to-date property, in the
| rear end. new transmission, six good tires, garden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay •. TO LET—Five room tenement, lights.
’ood battery, new brakes.
Bargain. ^r‘ta “s _wh« you want. ORRIN J. toilet; adults only. Prefer middle aged
DICKEY, Belfast, Me.
118-tf couple. Inquire ON CHESTNUT ST.
EARLE B. BARRON. 96 Maverick St.
__________________________________ 119*121
1" ._________
119*121
',f’ TO LET-Tenement 563 Old County
FOR SALE—Dobermann Pir cher. pedi
•road, all modern improvements; also fur
greed spayed female. 16 months, depend
nished tenement ready to move Into,
able disposition, trained for house and
adults only, will take board tn ex
car. Address D. P., care Courier-Gazette.
__________________________________ 119-121
change for rent. R. J. MAYHEW. 561
Old Countv Rd.
119*121
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
both sexes. G. E. WILSON, St. George
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
i road? Thomaston, Me. Tel. 168-13
only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
__________________________________ 119*121
Tel. 804-J.
119-tf
FOR SALE -Two power boats, one 28
TO LET—Five room house ln Thomas
ft. long, one 31 ft. long. Both ln good
ton.
modern
with
bath.
TEL.
Thomasi condition. Excellent fish boats. Can be
ton 13-2.___________________ 119*121
seen at J. O. BROWN & SON’S boat yard
at North Hatch.____________________ 118-tf
;TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
All modern improvements. Inquire at
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted,
$14;
•
12 ELM ST.
117-tf
junks, $12; long. $10; fitted limbs. $10;
fitted soft wood ar.d slabs. $8; also lum
TO LET—Several nice rents, all mod
ber. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
ern furnished and unfurnished. H. H,
_____________________________
118-tf
iSTOVER, 111 Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
FOR S5LE—Upright piano. Popular
117-122
Clarion range, gas range. 7»i h. p. and
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
2 h. p. elctric motors. Standard comput
ment, bath, hot water heat at 33 Pleas
ing scales, all in good condition. Bar
ant St. ANNE V. FLINT, 32 School St.
gain prices. W. F. TIBBETTS, 148 Union
_____________________________________
117-tf
St. Tel. 207-R. _______
118-tf
TO LET—Tenement of 4 rooms and
Overland Touring, ’25
FOR SALE—Dr; slab wood sawed in
' ,f2nrtJ,V, furnlshed. $3.50 per week.
stove lengths. $1.25 per foot; edgings. 10
TEL. 1199-W.______________________ 117*122
Essex Coach, ’25
bundles for $1. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley
T-JSJ'^XrTcnement" Inquire 16 MAVlane. Tel. 522-M.
118-tf
ERICK ST. or Tel. 99-J.____________ 117-tf
Ford Coach, ’26
FOR SALE—One piano, one bedroom
TO LET—Four room apartment with
suite, extension dining room table.
Willys
Knight
Sedan,
’
24
bath, also another of 5 rooms and toilet,
loz. oak chairs. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
ELIZABETH
DONOHUE, 89 Park 8t
5t. Tel. 1080.
118-tf
Dodge Touring, ’23
Tel. 438-J.________ _________________ 116-tf
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long, $6.50;
—Six room house on Grace St,
stove length. $8; fitted wood. $14; also
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
umber L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D.,
Thomaston.
118-tf
__________________ __________________ 112-tf
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND sible party for the winter. Call at 21
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
TALBOT AVE, or Tel. 8-R.
lll-tf
• -a"' Gome and talk over my list if
130-121
vou Wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
TO LET—Upper 8«t. 12 Ce.lar St., four
375 Main St. Tel. 77
118-tf
rooms, electric lights, toilet.
SIRS. j. a
Jameson, 40 North Olaln SI. Tel. 456-R
FOR SALE—Stromberg Carlson radio
set with 1 B” eliminator. "A” Willard Unit
_ ___________________________________ 108-tf
Sonochorde speaker.
Excellent condi
TO LET—Four room tenement, electric
tion. May be seen at 54 UNION STREET.
T^Q7 n F' TIBBETTS. 148 Union St.
Tel. 45-M. Rockland.
119*121-tf
T-el. 297-R.
118-tf
FOR SALE -Wood, fitted. $14; furnace I
TO LET—Five room tenement, all
junks, $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2.
f,araSe'
southern exposure.
________________
114-tf
POEETIT
u. COLLINS.
T
,
-------------- 375 Main St.
-lel'
___________________ 118-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wo»a fitted, $14;
’ong, $10; junks, $12; soft wood junks, $8.
a3.?.,I;ET= Apartment ln Bicknell block.
L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 283-13.
114-125
APP>y “> B B SMITH. Thorndike * Hix
Lobster
Co. Tel. 208.
118-tf
FOR SALE—Used Frlgldalre refrigera
tor. excellent condition, real bargain.
Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.,
Rockland._____________
114-tf
FOR SALE—Pianos—12 bargains In
Portland, Maine
summer cottage rented pianos. Just used
Quality Work,
Family Washings
one season from $50 to $150; terms.
Called For and Delivered
THOMAS. PIANO MAN. Camden.
117-tf

WHERE CAN YOU
BEAT THESE
TRADES

9

All Under
$100.00

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

An Ad. In These
Columns Will Sell

Anything From a

Needle to an Anchor.

What Do You Want

WHEN IN BOSTON'—Remember that you
can Ini) copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency.

| Washinaluu 81., uext Old 8uuth Church.

to Sell ?

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R

Every-Other-Day
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CUSHING

LADIES’ NOVELTY SHOES
Mrs. Homer E. Robinson enter
tained at luncheon and bridge at the
Country Club Monday afternoon.
Varicolored autumn flowers formed
effective decorations. There were
five tables and honors were won by
Mrs. John Newman of Malden, Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs. A. C. Mc
Mass., is the guest ol her son, John Loon, Mrs. George W. Smith, Mrs.
H. Newman, Masonic street, for a few W. A. Glover and Mrs. A. C. Jones.
days.
Mrs. Frank L. Newbert is in Boston
Mrs. Walter 3. Tripp leaves Satur on a brief visit.
day to join Mr. Tripp in Bath, where
Mrs. C. E. Rollins entertained the
he is employed by the Bath Iron
E.F.A. Club Tuesday at her Holiday
Works.
Beach cottage, with picnic dinner and
Miss Margaret Copeland of Newton cards. Honors were won by Mrs.
Center, Mass., and Thomaston, and Charles M. Richardson, Mrs. Lillian
Miss Clara Spear of Thomaston, en McRae, Mrs. Mary Keizer. Mrs.
tertained at supper and cards at the Hattie Davies and Mrs. H. W. Thorn
Spear Farm, Cushing, Monday eve dike.
ning, among their guests being Mr.
Mrs. R. F. Saville and daughter
and Mrs. Ensign Otis and Mr. and
Mys. Joseph Emery of Rockland, and Barbara are in Bangor for the week
Nathan Farwell of Orff’s Corner. visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery and Mr. Farwell
The Speech Readers Club will meet
were among the prize winners in
tomorrow at 2.30 at the club rooms,
cards.'
147 Main street.
The flrst meeting' of the Rubin
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Haraden
stein Club for the season takes place made
a day’s motoring trip to Port
tomorrow afternoon in the Congrega land yesterday.
tional vestry at 2.15. A miscellaneous
program under the direction of the
E. B. Richardson has returned to
committee will be presented.
the J. A. Jameson & Co., store
after a two weeks’ vacation, spent
Miss Anna Richardson is having with Mrs. Richardson and son Floyd
her annual vacation from the Se (n Lisbon Falls.
curity Trust Company, a part of
which she will spend in Wollaston,
William Wallace of Beverly, Mass.,
Mass., as guest of her sister, Mrs. who has been visiting relatives in
Sidney Snow.
Belfast, is spending a few days in the
City.
Hervey Allen is in New York in
connection with business.
Miss M. B. Cummings of the office
force of the John Bird Co. begins her
Kenneth Roberts, the author, annual
vacation next Monday.
whose book “Arundel” has attracted
favorable attention from the fore
The Methebesec Club’s season
most book critics was at the Knox
Friday afternoon, Oct. 17, the
Hotel, Thomaston, Tuesday, while on opens
meeting to be held at the home
business in this section. Mr. Roberts first
of Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Talbot avenue.
who has been living at Kennebunk
port has recently bought property in
Mrs. Fred Howard of 8 Clarendon
Glenmere and will probably erect a street and daughters Harriette and
summer home there.
Gladys spent the weekend with rela
tives and friends in Portland.
The bridge party at Grand Army
hall Tuesday evening under the aus
Mrs. Merton Beggs is in Vinalha
pices of the Auxiliary of Sons of ven, called by the illness of her
Union Veterans, with Mrs. Anastasia brother, Samuel Thomas.
Harmon as hostess, had seven tables
with honors falling to Mrs. Willis
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis
H. Anderson, Mrs. C. A. Packard, Mrs. leave tomorrow to join Mrs. Ann
Evie Perry, Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. Warner of Cambridge, Mass., for a
Lillian McRae and Mrs. Anna Web motor trip to California, to be gone
ster.
about 10 weeks. The trip, made
across country, via the Lincoln High
Mrs. A. D. Morey was hostess to the way, will occupy three weeks, with
P.dcT. Club Tuesday afternoon at her four weeks in California, and three
apartment in The Lauriette.
weeks for the homeward trip via the
Southern Route, including the Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper of j Canyon.
Watertown, Mass., are expected to
arrive today to be guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis were in
Mrs. Vernon Giles, Cedar street. Wiscasset, Tuesday, where Mr. Otis
They will be accompanied by Mr. attended probate court.
Giles who has been attending the
American Legion convention in Bos
Mrs. Harry Dailey of The High
ton.
lands is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
John Chilles, Vinalhaven.
Charles Gould who is the guest of
his parents, Col. and Mrs. E. K.
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins is the guest of
Gould, Masonic street, has returned friends in Belfast for a short time.
from a motor trip through thfc White
Mountains.
.1
A special meeting of the BPW Club
ls called for tomorrow evening at the
Mrs. A. M. Wilcox of Stewart rooms.
Manor. N. Y„ and Mrs. Elizabeth
Bennette of Newark, N. J., are guests
Mrs. Belle Crediford who has been
of Mrs. Annie O’Brien and Mrs. A. the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John New
J. Hallowell, Pleasant street.
man has returned to her home in
Chicago, stopping enroute to visit
Mrs. George Parker entertained at Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Ames in
supper and cards last Wednesday their attractive new home in Con
evening, with 16 covers, honors being cord, N. H.
taken by Miss Margaret Nutt, Mrs.
Carl Freeman, Mrs. Marguerite MacMrs. Arthur Wisner entertained at
Alman. Mrs. Ralph Glendenning and sewing several ladies of St, Peter's
Mrs. Eleanor Feyler of Thomaston. Episcopal Church Wednesday after
noon at her Broadway home.
Mrs. Julia Benner who has been
th* guest of Mrs. Annie O’Brien,
Miss Irene Wells and Miss Nell
Pleasant street, has returned to her Freethy of Brooklin are guests of Mrs.
home in Nahant, Mass.
Frances Davis, Rankin street.

Patent and Brown
Some Cuban Heels
Some Spike Heels
Broken Sizes

addition to pernoiul notea regardlnr
and arrival!, this department eepeelall j desires Information of aoclal happening!,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ______________________ .___ 770
In

departures

Vernon Hart of Worcester arrived
Monday night, called here by the
death of his father, George H. Hart.
Vito Mannone, who attended Hig
gins Classical Institute last year, has
entered the Ithaca School of physical
education, a sub-school for Cornell.

$2.95 and $3.95
CHILDREN’S

SHOES
$1.98
Brown or Black
Leather or Uskide Soles

Sizes 5 to 11%

featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s.
The
Rummage sale Tuesday Oct. 14,
luncheon idea in connection with the
ice cream parlors has met with high at G.A.R. hall, 9 to 5, under the aus
pices of the D.A.R.—adv.
120-122
favor.
109-tf

Z/A*, /ast

FELT SLIPPERS, 79c

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Rockland, Maine

BEGINS NEW SEASON

Thirty Were Present At the
Opening Meeting of the

Shakespeare Society
The first meeting of the Shakes
peare Society for the season was held
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
Helena Fales, with 28 membt. ', one
alumna iMiss Elizabeth More.), and
one charter member (Mrs. Can.line
Achorn Merriam of Walnut Creek,
Calif, i present. Response to the roll
call was made with quotations from
"Julius Caesar.”
Miss Annie Frye read an interest
ing paper on ‘the organization of the
Shakespeare Society, and a vote of
thanks was extended to Miss Frve
and to Miss Carolyn Erskine for the
able work on the alumnae list. Mrs.
Aldana Spear read an entertaining
article, entitled “The Comic History
of Rome.” Mrs. Merriam's remarks
on organizing the Shakespeare So
ciety were received with interest. At
that time a membership cf 40 seemed
very large, and since Prof. Chapman
of Bowdoin College lectured to the
Society on “Macbeth” there has al
ways been a watting list. Mrs.
Angelica Glover chairman of the
program committee,, presented to
each member a list of suggested
reading for “Julius Caesar” and "Peer
Gynt,” and five new books were pur
chased for the Public Library. At
this period the meeting was turned
over to the leader, Mrs. Eva Hellier,
and these papers were heard with
much interest: “The Story of the
Play"' by Miss Maud Smith; “Where
Shakespeare Found His Material,”
Miss Lucy Rhodes; “Style and Struc
ture of the Play," Mrs. Nina Beverage,
and “The ‘Julius Caesar’ of Other
Writers'” by Mrs.'Helen Orne.
The next meeting, Monday evening,
Oct. 20, will be at the home of Mrs.
Emily Stevens, Talbot avenue, with
Mrs. Ruth McBeath as leader.

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird arrived
home yesterday from Lisbon, N. H„
where they have been guests of their
daughter, Mrs. Clarke B. Frost, for a
week.
Motor-car visitors from Portland to
this city and Camden Tuesday in
cluded Mrs. H. N. McDougall. Mrs.
Sarah Billings, Miss Frances McDou
gall and Miss Harriet Bird.

Mrs. Elmer S. Bird goes today to
Boston where she will join Mrs.
Henry A. Rueter as her motor-car
guest in a trip to Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. L. A. Crockett is entertain There they will visit Mrs. Rueter's
ing the Thursday Auction Club today daughter, Mrs. John G. Heyburn.
at her South Main street home.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen have re
from a motor trip into Canada
A harvest bridge is to be given in turned
the Grand Army hall Monday evening and a visit to the Gaspe Peninsular.
under the auspices of the ladies of
St. Peter's Episcopal Church, playing
SCIENTIFIC
to begin at 7.30. Reservations may be
arranged with the committee, Mrs.
Thomas Foley, Mrs. George B. Davis,
Mrs. Walter Ladd and Mrs. R. D.
Saville.

The bridge party sponsored by the
BPW Club Monday evening had
five tables in play. Honors were won
by Mrs. M. S. Dick, Miss Ethel Payson. Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. Delia
York, Mrs. Anastasia Harmon and
Miss Helen M. York has returned
Mrs. Anna Webster. Mrs. Evie Perry from her European trip and was a
acted as hostess.
guest over the weekend of Mr. and
Mrs. Dion H. Woolley in Mt. Vernon,
Mrs. George Parker was hostess to N. Y. She will arrive in Rockland
the Chummy Club at bridge and after a brief visit in Portland.
luncheon Tuesday evening, with Mrs.
Frank Fields carrying oil highest
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hunt, Mr.
honors.
and Mrs. Samuel Jackson, Charles
Jones, Miss Callie Smith and Fred
At the home of his aunt, Mrs. O. F. Robinson were entertained at lunchSmith, Ocean avenue, Arthur Fred eofi and games last evening at the
erick. son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Broadway home of Harold Whitehill,
Schofield, entertained last Saturday
in honor of' his 7th birthday. Games
Kendrick Searles of the U.S.C.G.
were played, the honors ln the peanut Klckapoo is convalescing from an ap
hunt going to Edwin Jones and Nancy pendicitis operation.
Howard; pinning the tail on the
Mr. and Mrs. Ibra Ripley, daughter
donkey, Robert Stevens and Mary
Perry. The table was decorated ln Joan and son Ibra of Auburn are
keeping with Halloween, each guest guests of Patrolman andeMrs. Charles
having a jack-o'-lantern. Refresh H. McIntosh.
ments were served. Arthur’s guests
were Nancy Howard, Barbara Lamb,
A 10-piece orchestra will provide
Ruth Wotton, Barbara Murray, Lu the music for the free dance at the
cille Connon, Mary Perry, Shirley Curtiss Airport Monday night. There
Howard, Arlene Crockett, Patricia will be no admission.
Perry, Marjory Mills, Henry Dodge,
Mrs. Mary Overlock, Mrs. Emily
Ritchie Linnell, Edwin Jones, Don
ald Fogg. Cynthia MacAlman, Almon Stevens and Mrs. Nan Higgs attend
Young, Joseph Lamb, Clarence Butler. ed the meeting of Gen. Knox Chap
Carleton and Milton Wooster, Walter ter, D.A.R. (Thomaston) held at
Butler, Jr., Robert Mittell, Philip Castle Tucker, Wiscasset, Monday,
French, Roderick Crandall, Chester With Miss Jane Tucker, who has re
Colby. John Crockett, Robert Stev cently joined the Chapter, as hostess?
ens, Henry Dodge. Mrs. Schofield Castle Tucker is one of the show
and Mrs. Smith were assisted by places ln Wiscasset, and probably one
Mrs. F. L. Green, Delma Green and of the most unique houses in Maine,
with beautiful antique furniture. An
Mrs. A. U. Patterson.
oldtime dinner was served, featuring
If you are interested in Christmas fish chowder, pumpkin pie and Indian
cards won’t you phone me. I nave pudding. Mrs. Overlock is regent of
many fine selections to choose frdm. Gen. Knox Chapter.
Sherwood Frost, telephone 1181-Y.—
The famous U. S. Army Band will
adv.
•
give three concerts in Strand The
Continuous service of steaks and atre, Nov. 5. Make your plans to at
chops and supper specials are now tend now.—adv.

Triangle Brand

Arch-Health
Shoes

New Features Added—
Cushion Heel Seat
Vacuum Heel Grip
Combination Last
, AA to EE

Brown and Black Kid
Every Pair Guaranteed

AAA to EE

A CLEAR COMPLEXION

M.95
■<

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Green Trading Stamps

----------- +-------------

“BASEMENT DEPARTMENT”
Twenty-five coats from our street floor stock have been
repriced for this department, and now is the time to make
you selection.
Tweed Mixtures—Sizes 16 to 46
Original price $25.00

Now $18.50
Dress Coats

$15.00 to $25.00
Sizes for Misses and Ladies
Balkan Fabric:
Warm and durable as fur. Colors: Green, Brown, Blue
and red
Sizes 14 to 20

Price $18.50
•mail AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

• * ♦ •

FRI-SAT.

A bouncing boat load of
fun is coming with
“Buddy" as Captain
Helen "Sugar" Kane
boop-a-dooping sailors
and Victor Moore
in the role that had
broadway convulsing
for a year

Charles “Buddy” Rogers
IN

HEADS UP
with

Helen Kane
and

Victor Moore
A Paramount Picture

ALSO
COMEDY
NEWS
VAGABOND ADVENTURE

NOW SHOWING
SUE CARROL, ARTHUR LAKE

in
“SHE'S MY WEAKNESS”
FIVE ACTS RKO VAUDEVILLE

Horn* of
Paramount
Pictures

Centre and will spend a few days
here.
Mrs. Olive Brazier of Thomaston
and Mrs. Susie Philbrook of Warren
are the guests of Mrs. Kenneth
Thompson, Friendship.
Mrs. Dana Smith left for Boston
Wednesday.

Miniature golf is here at last, a
fine 18 hole course, the Baby Grand,
at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear
Strand Theatre. Afternoons and
evenings. Come in and try it.
121-122

Invaluable” Say
Society Women

MELLO-GLO Face Powder is pre
ferred by beautiful women because
it leaves no trace of flakiness, pasti
ness or irritation. Stays on longer—
no shiny noses! Made by a new

| French process—prevents large pores.
Spreads more smoothly—gives a
! youthful bloom. Very pure.
Use
I MELLO-GLO Face Powder.
It’s
wonderful. Corner Drug Store aud

all other good stores.

One of the
Publix
Thextrea
Tel. 409

/,At /

&

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Come, See How
The Other Half

Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., of'
Rockport entertained Ivy Chapter, Lives—and Love3
O.E.S., Tuesday night. About 30
members went from here and an en- ;
joyable evening was reported.
Helen Young, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Allah Young of East Union;
spent last week with her aunt, Mrs. 1
Earl Robinson.
Underwrite Charity Funds
The Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks at its recent convention in Atlan
tic City outlined a plan to provide a
fund of $20,000,000 for charitable and
philanthropic work by utilizing be- |
quests in the form of life insurance
which enables members to make sub
stantial contributions merely by de
positing small sums annually.

CABINET HEA TERS

((

•

in our

The following were at South Hope resume her work in the Thomaston
recently:
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Ma-1 High School as soon as the allotted
Ruddy cheeks—sparkling eyes—
loney,
daughters
Arietta, Corinne time has expired.
most women can have. Dr. F. M. Ed
Ralph Holder, who is at home for a
wards for 20 years treated scores of and Avis, Emerson Perkins, Mr. and vacation from his work in Boston,
women for liver and bowel ailments. Mrs. B. S. Geyer, also Mr. and Mrs. motored with his mother, Mrs. W.
During these years he gave his pa R. J. Marshall of East Friendship
tients a substitute for calomel made of all guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. r Geyer B. Holder to that city this week to
a few well-known vegetable ingre and Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall at attend the Legion festivities.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Pease are mov
dients, naming them Dr. Edwards the Ralph Conant farm.
Olive Tablets. Know them by their
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Campbell, ing thir household goods to their
olive color.
and Miss Gena Truax have motored farm in Thomaston.
Harold Wotton of Chamberlain
These tablets are wonder-workers back to their home in New York,
on the liver and bowels, causing a after spending the summer at | was at F. W. Atkins' Sunday.
normal action, carrying off the waste Orchard cottage.
and poisonous matter in one’s system.
WARREN
Eli Maloney is at Saints Retreat
If you have a pale face, sallow look, for an indefinite time.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Horton and
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crouse, son children Alton and Albert, Jr., and
headaches, a listless, no-good feeling, Bobby with friends were at their Mrs. Helen Hunt and son Arthur of
all out ofsorts, inactive bowels, take farm Sunday. Mr. Crouse ns in
Camden were callers Sunday on Mr.
one of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets poor health.
and Mrs. Charles H. Conant.
nightly for a time and note the pleas
Mrs. B. B. Robinson is ill.
Mrs. Harold Drewett left today for
ing results.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Olson, John Lowell, Mass., where she will spend I
Thousands of women and men take
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—now and Olson, Sr. and daughter Christina some time with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
were in Medomak Sunday, guests of Drewett.
then to keep lit. 15c, 30c and 60c.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney.
Miss Martha Smiley of Haverhill,
F. W. Atkins has returned from a Mass., has been the guest of Mrs.
STEPPING-STONE
visit to Boston
Ida Libbey.
Mrs. Laura Hunt and Miss Sylvia Mrs. John Cogan and Mrs. Harold I
Earth lsled among the stars and sun.
Wotton are ln town.
Drewett attended the funeral Sun- ]
In Jeweled darkness whirling spun,
Myself imagined out in space,
Miss Josephine Wing has returned day of Mrs. Edwin Hooper at Port
A looker-on from that far piace . . .
to her work in New York after two Clyde.
A ball of fire with thin disguise
months’ vacation at H. L. Killeran's.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teague of
Of earth that cracks before my eyes
And belches out red flames and smoke
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran and Machias spent the weekend with Mr.
Curling and folding like a cloak.
Miss Josephine Wing with Mr. and and Mrs. Edward Teague.
Upon Its unsubstantial crust.
Mrs. Ansel Hilt of Warren were in
The Good Will Grange fair will be
Set down by fate's relentless thrust.
Frail mortals live marooned apart
Hinckley recently to visit Miss Orpha at the Grange hall in South War
Within the universe's heart.
Killeran, who is a teacher at that ren Oct. 22, with a supper and dance
institution.
following. If stormy it will be held'
They count themselves alone ln Cpace,
The only life that God can trace.—
The S. S. committee meeting which the next fair day.
They cannot see their world as I.
convenes each month with the chair
Mrs. Florence Pierce of Marlboro,
A tiny pin point In the sky.
man. D. L. Maloney, at his home, was Mass., is spending the week with
The first small stepping-stone to Life
Through eons of unceasing strife.
held Saturday evening with a full Mrs. Rose Cutting.
About them unbelievably
assembly.
After conducting the i Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Coggland and
Gigantic spheres roll endlessly.
Upon their mighty bulk may be
necessary business regarding the Mrs. Laura Copeland, Mrs. Rose
The scions of eternity.
schools, a social and musical enter Marshall, Mrs. S. E. Norwood, Mrs.
Katharine Washburn Harding
tainment was enjoyed and refresh Martha Kallock, Mr. and Mrs. Ed J
Published ln "L’Alouette"
ward Carroll and Mrs. Harry Bean'
ments served.
Mrs. Carrie Townsend of Augusta , attended Pomona Grange at BurkettSWAN’S ISLAND
Saturday.
The Methodist Choir gave Mrs. is the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. A. ' ville
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Copeland,
Laura Stinson a surprise party Fri Rivers for a few weeks. She was Mrs.
Mary Montgomery and Frank
day evening in honor of her birthday formerly a resident of this town and Montgomery
to Bingham
The party was held at the home of enjoys calling on old friends and Sunday to see motored
the Wyman Dam.
visiting the scenes of her childhood.
Mrs. Sopha Stockbridge, a sister of Friends
and schoolmates are always Pearl Hilton returned from RangeMrs. Stinson. The dining room was
ley Monday. Tuesday he and Ho
the glad hand.
prettily decorated and the table: ready to give her
• • • •
ratio Hilton started for Cutler to
artistically arranged. The birthday
Mrs. Olive Marshall and daughter visit relatives and to bring back with
cake was presented by Luella Holmes
and was decorated in orange and Lenata of Port Clyde motored here them Mrs. Pearl Hilton who has
black.. The menu consisted of fruit Sunday where they were dinner spent a few weeks there.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Spear and son
salad, sandwiches, cake, olives, tea. guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
candy and raisins. Mrs. Stinson was On their return they were accom Ivan of South Portland were week
presented with a purse of monjF by panied by Mrs. S. F. Seavey, who is end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Mcthe choir. The guests: Rena Rowe, to be their guest for a few days, be I Donald.
Mrs. Alice Cook started for Med
Luella Holmes, Sadie Gross, Winnie fore they leave for Portland to spend
field, Mass., Wednesday, with her
Newman. Nina Sprague, Mary Trask. the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Rivers of guests, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan
Myra Bridges, Elizabeth Morse., Mary
Butman, Lewis Stanley, Grace Stan Portland, spent the weekend with his and will make them a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews ac
ley , Sopha Stockbridge and Laura parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rivers.
L. S. Miller, the stage-driver, with companied by Mr. and Mrs. George
Stinson.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist his wife, spent the weekend in Port Teague motored to Portland Tues
Church met with Mrs. Calvin Slpck- land. Alfred Morton, an old time day.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
carrier on this route, attended to
bridge Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson of Bar Har Uncle Sam's business for him Sat ( Eugene Skinner were Mrs. Minnie
Skinner and son Bertelle Skinner of
bor are holding evangelistic services urday.
Mrs. Etta (Fillmore) McLain of Winthrop and Miss Mildred Beigql of
in the Baptist Church with good at
*
tendance from all parts of the island. Presque Isle was in this place Moh- i Augusta.
Robert Connell, Joseph Connell and
Mr. and Mrs. Wing of Winthrop day enroute to Pleasant Point to
; Chester Spear returned from Aroosand Mr. and Mrs. Frank Milan of visit her niece, Mrs. A. W. Orne.
R. E. Stevens is out again after 1 took Sunday.
Deer Isle are the weekend guests of
Charles Overlook and crew, George
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Milan at the wrestling with German measles and
Mrs. Stevens after having the 1 Stevens and Ralph Robinson com
lighthouse.
mumps. Their daughters Edith and pleted concrete bridges at Appleton
Evelyne, who have been at home for and Union Tuesday. They expected
ST. GEORGE
two weesk from the Thomaston to do some cement work for Rose
Almond C. Hall is attending the High School, have now returned to ! Cutting starting Wednesday.
American Legion convention in Bos their studies.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson
ton this week.
Arietta and Avis Maloney spent Sunday with Mrs. Susie PhilMrs. Lilia Hocking went to Rock-1 areMisses
at home waiting to see if the i brook.
land Tuesday to spend a few days measles and mumps, or either intend
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St Clair Chase
with her cousin, Mrs. Georgia Gray. to call upon them. Miss Arietta will I arrived Thursday from Newton
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest spent the
weekend with friends at Clark
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Caddy and
family, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hilt and
family and Alexander Hathorne mo
tored to Dexter Sunday and were
guests of Charles Shea.
Mrs. Ella Robinson and two
daughters, Faustina and Leola, Mrs.
i J ,E. Kinney and Miss Cora Murdough spent Tuesday with Mrs.
These Are the New Type of Circulating Heaters
Nettie Drown, South Waldoboro.
The steps leading up to the church
One Heats Five To Seven Rooms Comfortably
are being repaired by W. S. Robin
son.

There Is more satisfaction In paint
ing than in writing poems. When
you write poems the writing is bound
[to look so ugly—George Russel.
Brown and Black Kid
Absolute Comfort tn Every Pair
One Price—

NEW FALL COATS

The drought is still in session
and many inhabitants are suffering
much inconvenience.
D. L. Maloney is suffering from ani
injured finger which he buurst in
I three places with a rock which he
was handling. Dr. Hahn dressed the
injured hand.
Harlan Edwards of Rockland was
j in this place Tuesday.
Leon Ludwig of Waldoboro was in
j this place recently looking for his
i cattle which had gotten to the main
J land from Gay’s Island where they
were pastured. Water on tjie island
. had run out, so the animals escaped
I to look for that necessary commo
dity.
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid is recover-1
in from her recent illness, which has
confined her to her home since re
turning here from her work in
I Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Johnson of
Thomaston were Sunday guests of
M. J. Maloney and family.
Miss Dora Woodward has employ
ment in Augusta, Miss Lois acting
as housekeeper for her father.
William Morse has recovered from
his recent attack, so as to be able to
be out of doors.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Perie have had the
interior of their house thoroughly
remodeled and partly refurnished.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and
Miss Lottie Partridge are in Thom
aston while they are having repairs
made on thir home there.
Misses Helena Sallinen of Rock-,
land and Lois Woodward were at B.
S. Geyers Friday.

THE LAW

Dynamic action and crashing
scenes that’ll get under your skin
and stir up your blood as nothing
has stirred it before—the most
startling and sensational melo
drama of the underworld ever pre
sented on the screen.
with

MARY NOLAN
and OWEN MOORE
—ALSO—

$45.00

and
up

Paramount Sound News

“A Sailor’s Link”
Episode

No. 2

Rin Tin Tin
in

“The Lone Defender”

Handsome, Economical, Inexpensive, No Dust, No Dirt,

NOW SHOWING

No Carpenters

“King Of Jazz”
with

Your Old Stove Taken In Exchange

Paul Whiteman and His
Band

CASH OR EASY TERMS

Home of Paramount Pictures

Stonington Furniture Company
313-319 Main Street
N. B.

Rockland

Don’t Fail To See the Airport Opening, Sat., Sun., Mon.

One of The Publ < Theatres
Telephone 892
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day
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THE SHORT WAVERS
Being the Latest Gossip Con

cerning the Penobscot Bay

Amateur Radio Net

l
chusetts; W1BGD, Capt. Scott who secretary, and the writer of this col
Refuse Substitutes
became a great friend of the local umn, wishes to report that his Rock
gang through his station on Seven land station W1BAO will soon be
Hundred Acre Island this summer , opened on low power for local con
There is nothing “just as good” as
while employed at the summer estate tacts only, and will be open for pub
of Charles Dana Gibson. Capt. lic inspection at all times to those
Scott is in Boston attending the that care to see a short wave outfit. j
American Legion convention but will The location will be given out as
return to the island after his sta soon as papers are received from
tion equipment which will be trans Federal Radio Commission granting
planted to Massachusetts for the a new location. The original ad- (
winter. He plans to be with us again dress of W1BAO was 375 Main street.
next season.
In closing this column let me state
Those amateur operators active
I have in these items given the
through summer months who had that
call letters and location of every
the opportunity of working station' station
in the now existing amateur
W1BCY of Melvin Heights in Cam net. Later
a list with full names of
den were in communication with operators and
station locations will be
Justice Lee, Lieut. Commander given.
“Fresh from thc Gardens”
U.S.N.R. The writer had the pleas
Next assembly will be on Sunday
ure of working with him once, and
854
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
it is hoped that we can make contact, morning from 4) to 12 and it is hoped
with his winter station, which is that every station will report either
to the secretary or to some other If you are looking for a good laugh, pound man clad in plus fours playing
understood to be in Florida.
W1RU of South Thomaston, your member.
ride out some night and see a 200- baby golf.—Jackson News.

SALAOA'
TEA

(By R. Waldo Tyler)
Glad to be back again with the
readers of The Courier-Gazette and
in this new series of radio columns
I have the assistance of a real rural
radio tinkerer who has coined his
own vocabulary of technical radio
terms that is quite amusing. He will
be known in this column as “Tim”
and we shall hear from him from
time to time.
It is hoped that this new column
will be the outlet for news on the
activity of the Penobscot Bay Ama
teur Radio Net during the 1930-31
season, and in this respect the col
umn's success will be up to the mem
bers in supplying me with reports of
their station's activity.
For the program listeners there
will be the usual questions and
answers and also points of interest
Thrifty buyers who compare these —and never have we featured them
regarding station programs and their
prices and examine these cars will at savings so attractive. Come—
participants.
Contributions from
buy
and
make
your
transportation
want to share in this unusual offer
readers are solicited that will help
make the column more interesting.
X
ing. Tor we can truthfully say that dollars do double duty. Come early
Report^ of interference, either sta
never before have our stocks of low- and choose from nearly every popu
tion to station, code, electrical, or
from regenerative receivers should
priced cars been as fine or complete lar make and model.
be filed with the secretary Penobscot
Bay Amateurs, P. O. Box 359, Rock
land, Maine, or addressed to the
radio editor of this paper.
This is the best time to buy Furniture since before the War! Never in all Eastern’s history, and we believe in anyone
• • • •
First assembly for the season in else’s history, have you been able to secure such bargains! Special purchases from manufacturers who had to have
the Knox County unit of amateur money have created buying opportunities without equal any time, anywhere. Hundreds of more bargains that we have
net was called Sept. 28. after a short
1927 STUDEBAKER 4-DOOR SEDAN. This car
but well attended meeting the night no room to mention. Many in limited quantities! Come early!
is in nice condition and is priced very low for quick
before. Clear skies and summer
3-Piece Bed Outfit
was probably responsible for
5016............. ..................... . *375 weatlyr
Feather Pillow.
only a few being on the air, but A pair
Bed, Spring and Mattress that
of two genuine pillows
there was considerable promise in in heavy ticking, 17x24. Per
regularly sell for $29.50. Now
1927 CHRYSLER COUPE This is a popular little
the interest shown by the few that pair—
q
coupe selling as a great bargain. This car is parwere active.
»
W1OG, key station of the Belfast
ticularly clean throughout ...... ------------ -- *275
unit reported that he is busy en
rt. .toWCoOVe
■
1929 CHEVROLET 4-DOOR SEDAN. Looks and
listing members in that locality
W1ASG also of Belfast was report
ed as off the air owing to his ab
V**'*
^yiat ca° ,
sounds like new. Must be seen to be appreciated.
sence from town. W1AUW, formerly
oj lift'''' catr as a
A remarkable value .................................... *495
of Searsport, and one of the first ap
plicants to the net has moved to Bel
fast and will soon be heard from his
ase
is rneCI
1929 PONTIAC 4-DOOR SEDAN. This car in Al
new QRA. Local members of last
tru
—a
mechanical condition, and is a great bargain at
spring will remember W1AUW as the
.fo
this very low price ................................. ... $ jg5
station which consistently worked
phone into Rockland with very low
power and a 201A tube.
J
ZlJ ^4 ®
■
1928 PONTIAC LANDEAU SEDAN. A reliable light
W1GQ. our Castine outpost, came
Decorated Breakfast
six cylinder car. Is in nice condition throughout.
across with his first report for nearSpring Mattress
three months. Interference from
A bargain at ........................... . ............. . $395
Suite
home duties cut short his entire re Unusually comfortable and
NOT $29.50, as you would reg
port but the local news of amateur durable . . . Fits the form
ularly expect, but only—five
activity was handed to him before while sleeping . . . Now only—
•
pieces—
we signed off and he has assured us
We have never seen such a remarkable suite for $119. Just read
Easy G. M. A. C. Terms—Small Down Payments—Balance
that he will be standing by next
these features and you will agree with us—Mohair, spring construc
Sunday.
tion throughout, reversible cushions, button tufted sofa. All three
a Few Dollars per Month
These will sell quickly '
There was no direct report from
pieces, Sofa, Club Chair and Wing Back Chair. It's sensa
W1AWR of Thomaston, the only
Easy Terms
tional! Hurry!
news available coming via W1GQ
who reported that In recent con
tacts with operator Crie it was
understood that he would again re
to the 3500 kilocycle band for
689 Main Street
Rockland, Maine turn
operation this winter.
W1CRD, the Goose River outpost,
is temporarily shut down and his
signals have been missed on the air
A fellow might have a chance to
“How to keep that girlish com- ! The world's record for the hundred these crisp early mornings. Reno
vating the "shack" is his reason 01
live within his income if he could Iplexion” is described by a beautyyards’ sprint was recently equaled
only be as economical all the year \ specialist. Hide it so that younger by the leader of an American band, being inactive.
The understanding is that the
around as he is right after his vaca- i sisters cannot use it, we presume.— ; He must be one of those lightning
Feltoleum
Goose River unit is to have another
tion.—Louisville Times.
London Opinion.
conductors—The Humorist.
Kitchen Cabinet
signal emitted from its banks very Brighten up the floors now ...
DOWN goes thc price on Kit
smart
new
patterns
.
.
.
spe

soon, this to be no less than W1BAE
chen Furniture, too.
This
former key station of the original or cial. Per square yard—
$59.50 Cabinet, beautifully en
ganization the Lime City Radio Club.
ameled. Now—
35c
Ray has had a long rest and the
punch of his signal has been missed
since he changed hls QRA to Rock
port. The new location will be
Amesbury Hill which is an ideal
location for a short wave antenna
system. W1BAE will be active in
the affairs of the net this winter.
Here’s a bedroom suite of the most recent design—one that will
W1LP of Camden is on with a new
add much attractiveness to any bedroom. Selected walnut veneers,
power pack for his transmitter after
fashionable carvings and overlays. A suite worth many times this
an inactive summer during which
Bale price.
amateur photography took up a lot
Easy Terms
A YEAR TO PAY
of his attention.
W1AEC of Rockland, formerly of
“Teakettle Hill,' is undergoing the
Mahogany Finish
ordeal of moving and will soon be
at a permanent QRA where he will Spinet desk for your children
again set up his station with many to study on or for the wife;
Fluffy Mattress
improvements in anticipation of an formerly $20. Now—
You will enjoy its softness.
active winter.
Thickly filled and handsomely
W1AYL continues to work out well
covered; was $15. Now—
with low power and small oscillator.
His transmitter is the effective T.N.T.
circuit brought out in one of the
summer issues of QST magazine This
is the same circuit used so effectively
this summer by W1AWR of Thom
aston.
Il 1
W1BOF most centrally located of
the Rockland stations is experiment
ing with 50-watt output. Very re
assuring reports have been received
from distant contacts on the quality
and punch of the signals. Ken is one
of our most active operators and
114-inch wheelbase
keeps open house to visiting opera
70-horsepower engine
tors. W1BAE reported to the sec
Walnut Dresser
Thermostatic control of cooling
retary through this station. His re This Dresser was part of a We've seen thousands of dining room suites, but none to equal this
port Included Information that $125 suite. Veneered in Wal bargain. Now priced within the reach of all. Constructed with
Drop Leaf Table
Double-drop frame
W1AVN would soon join us again this nut. Large mirror—
walnut veneers and American gumwood. Oblong table, large buf
Sturdy model, a natural wood
Self-adjusting spring shackles
winter.
fet, china, server, one host chair and five side chairs. Your choice
finish, Straddle type legs. Now
to $995 at the factory
Standing by for preliminary tests
—any seven pieces.
Full-power muffler
and a little cooperation from other
A YEAR TO PAY
Easy Terms
Engine-driven gasoline pump
members of the net is a newcomer
Others as low as $10
in
the
Rockland
district.
W1CTP
Lanchester vibration damper
HERE are certain motor car features
Ross McKinney starting again, and
Starter button on dash
which bespeak quality, and this Studcthis time with vacuum tube trans
mitter. Ross was one of the few
Cam-and-iever steering
baker Six has them, in greater abundance
original spark operators of pre-war
Hand brake on four wheels
than such a price has ever commanded.
days who has maintained a constant
interest in the game and he is wel
Clutch torsional damper
Check the brief list here ... a very few
comed to the net by a glad hand
from all.
of the fine-car value points of the Studebaker
A FOUR-DOOR
Reporting absent from our ranks
THREE-WINDOW SEDAN
Six. There are dozens of others.
are W1ADI, Corp. Carl Black now
AS LOW AS ‘895
stationed at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Created by the same engineering genius
U. 8. Signal Corps; W1BNE. Chief
Roadster (or 4.................................. $795
Mirrors Reduced
A Bed Outfit
Large Ivory Crib
Radioman Ewing of the U. S. S
Four-Poster Bed
and devoted craftsmanship which produced
Club Sedan........................... ..... . 845
Graceful bed in rich brown
Kickapoo.
who
has
returned
to
BUY now for this great sav Console and buffet styles . . . WHO wouldn't want to tone
Studebaker’s World Champion Eights,
$17.50
Coil
Spring
Coupe lor 2.......................................... 845
color complete with comfort
civilian life and his home in Massaing!
Easy-gliding wheels. Venetian or framed . . . some up their bedroom when it can

.... then see these dependable

used cars!

NOW! BUY AT THE LOWEST PRICES!
Everything Reduced! Everything Selling For Less
In Eastern’s Homemakers’ Sale!

BIG SAVINGS Now Offered

<jj J Q DeliVerS Aliy Sllite!

$19.95

$1.15

The Factory Never Intended Such a Bargain!

$16.95

$19.50

$119

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC

$36.50

This

!G-

$169 Genuine Walnut Veneer Suite!

70 HORSEPOWER
114-INCH WHEELBASE

$100

STUDEBAKER
is the

$11.95

rg

"buif'ofthe ifear

$7.75

’WqSw

■f

795

Thrift Priced! Any 7 Pieces!

$79

$19.75

$5.67

T

Coupe for 4..................................... 895
Tourer.................................................... 895
Regal Tourer (6 wire wheels) . . . 995
Landau Sedan, 4-door (6 wire wheels) 995
Regal Sedan, 4-door (6 wire wheels) 995

this powerful, thrifty, Studebaker Six shares
the same championship stamina ... and the
same heritage, a 78-year-old reputation for

All prices at the factory

Study the evidence. Drive the car.
Compare it with any other car under £1000.

manufacturing integrity.

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
Bl'RGESS & LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

114-INCH

WHEELBASE —

Rockland, Maine

— JO HORSEPOWER

Separate Coils to give com
plete relaxation. Now—

To “Point-Up” Appetite
Just Stimulate Bowels
Whenever tlie end of the day finds
you out-of-sorts; food doesn’t tempt
you and won’t digest; breath is bad;
tongue coated, just chew a eandv tab
let before bedtime. Tomorrow you’ll
be a new person!
A candy Cascaret clears up a bil
ious, gassy, headachy condition every
time. Puts appetite on edge. Helps
digestion. Activates bowels.
Cascarets are made from cascara,
which
authorities
say
actually
strenythens bowel muscles. So. take
these delightful tablets as often as
you please; or give them freely to
children. All drug stores sell Uascarets for a dime, and no dollar prep
aration could do better work.
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mattress;

Special at—

$24.50

$9.75
—

able spring and
was $35. Now—

$6.95

with mitered effects. Now—

be done at this low price.
Colonial models. Now—

$4.79

$11.50

Your Credit Is Good At Eastern’s—Open An Account

—

—

KINEO

Simmons Bedding

RANGES

Congoleum Rugs

Special Reductions

Hoosier
Kitchen Cabinets

During October

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

